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INTERNATIONAL TNVOLVEMENT: 

STEPS TOWARD THE QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT 

AN'J EXFLANATION OF INTERNATIONAL POLICIES1 

Richard W. Chadwick 
Department of  Political Science, University of Hawaii. 
Center for International Affairs, Harvard University 

Introduction 

Conflict, cooperation, cold war, balance of power, balance of 

terror, "brinksmanship," imperialism, neo-colonialism. gunboat diplo- 

macy, containment, peaceful coexistence; these and many others have 

been cined as terms to distinguish governmental strategies in inter- 

national politics.  They have also been used as terms to describe, in 

some objective sense, the actual behavior patterns of nations in 

international systems. 

The research for this paper was supported by the Dimensionality 
of Nations Project, University of Hawaii, and completion of the manuscript 
by the Cambridge Project, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, on a 
sub-grant through the Center for International Affairs; both projects are 
supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (Behavioral Sciences 
Division) of the Department of Defense.  I wish to thank R. J. Rummel 
and Karl W. Deutsch for the assistance they provided through these projects, 
and Dennis Hall who faithfully executed the computer analyses with care 
and diligence.  For their substantive criticisms of an earlier draft of 
this manuscript, I wish to thank Joseph M. Firestone and R. J. Ruiranal. 
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The distinction between a strategy and a behavior pattern is 

not a trivial one.  Strategy refers to a plan of action designed to 

achieve some goal.  Behavior pattern refers to an inferred regularity 

in a stream of observed behaviors. Traditionally, the study of 

strategies las focused on the memoirs of and precedents set by states- 

men; and explanations are sought (for international behavior) which 

are consistent with these data.  Often, hypotheses about the future 

^or alternative futures) begin as speculations about who will succeed whom 

to power, what values and ambitions will be represented at the head 

2 
of government, and what lessons will have been learned from the past. 

In epitomizing this approach, one immediately thinks of diplom- 
atic histories and policy analyses, such as the works of Gar Alperovitz, 
among which are Atomic Diplomacy: Hiroshima and Potsdam (New York: Simon 
and Schuster, Inc., 1965) and Cold War Essays (forward by Christopher 
Lasch) (New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1970); or John Spanier's 
American Foreign Policy Since World War II (New York:  Frederick A. Praeper, 
Publisher, 1962).  Future oriented policy discussions, such as George W. 
Ball's The Discipline of Power: Essentials of a Modern World Structure 
(Boston:  Little, Brown & Company (Canada) Limited, 1968) and Martin C. 
.•IcGuire's Secrecy and the Arms Race: A Theory of the Accumulation 
of Strategic Weapons and How Secrecy Affects It (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 196b), are essentially of the same genre notwith- 
standing the formalism introduced by game theoretic and econometric 
methodologies in the latter work. More general works, drawing upon the 
social ecology subsystem only in the sense of its contribution of 
capabilities and alternatives to the human factors making decisions in 
international politics, may be epitomized by W. W. Kulski's International 
Politics in a Revolutionary Age (New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 
1964) and Hans J. Morgenthau's Politics Among Nations:  The Struggle    ^ 
for Power and Peace (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1967). McClelland s 
chapters on system analysis and international communication (Charles A. 
McClelland, Theory and the International System; New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1966) present a theoretical abstraction of this approach; and an 
orientation toward international behavior which is entirely irteractive 
(i.e., devoid of socio-ecological considerations influencing policy) may 
be found in Warren R. Phillips', "The Dynamics of Behavioral Action and 
Reaction in International Conflict," Research Report No. 49, Dimensionality 
of Nations Project, University of Hawaii, 1970, a quantitative study of 
the 'stimulus-environmental response1' typt. 
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This orientation towards the phenomena of international relations is 

essentially cybernetic, and its content ranges from traditional diplo- 

matic histories to the analysis of alternative strategies in the 

context of game theories. 

By contrast, the study of behavior patterns focuses on social, 

cu^ural, demographic, geological, and geographic factors which 

characterize not the governments of nations but the socio-ecological 

structures of the nation-states or socio-physical regions putatively 

under the control of governments.  The social ecology of nation-states 

is then presumed to provide both opportunities for and constraints 

upon the behavior of nations and regions within the total international 

system. Thus, both the magnitude of national behaviors and their 

dib^ribution or mix in interactions among dyads (pairs of nations) and 

larger groupings are expected to be predictable from socio-ecological 

3 
information. 

This approach underlies several of the major cross-national data 
collection efforts, those of the Yale Political Data Program and the 
Dimensionality of Nations Project (see descriptions by Deutsch, et al., 
and Rummel in Richard L. Merritt and Stein Rokkan, Comparing Nations; 
.tew Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1966). Rummel*s field theory 
and its various models, and Galtung's rank theory and its various models, 
represent the most sweeping generalizations about the effects of socio- 
ecological conditions on International behavior today.  K. J. Rummel: 
"Field Theory and Indicators of International Behavior," Research Report 
No. 29, Dimensionality of Nations Project, University of Hawaii, 1969; 
"A Field Theory of Social Action with Application of Political Conflict 
within Nations,'' General Systems, Vol. 10, 1965, 183-211; Richard Van Atta 
and R. J. Rummel, "Testing Field Theory on the 1963 Behavior Space of 
Nations," Research Report No. 43, Dimensionality of Nations Project, 
1970. For an excellent summary of Gal .ung's rank theory, and a 
comparison and critique of Rummel's field theory, see Nils Pitter 
Gleditsch, "Rank Theory, Field Theory, and Attribute Theory: Three 
Approaches to Interaction in the International System," Research Report 
No. 42, Dimensionality of Nations Project, University of Hawaii, 1970. 

(Continued) 
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Mote that the distinction between the cybernetic and social 

ecological orientations towards the study of international relations 

lies in the theory, not necessarily in the data, that is used.  Socio- 

ecological data is often used by those with a cybernetic orientation; 

in the hands of the policy analyst, the opportunities and constraints 

represented by these data become 'tools of stafscraft," used within 

the context of specific values and ambitions of statesmen. And the 

data on intentions and ambitions of statesmen may be used at, part of 

3(continued) 
See also Johan Galtung, "A Structural Theory of Aggressio' " Journal 
of Peace Research, Vol. 1, Ao.  2, 1964, 15-38. 

To my knowledge, the most comprehensive socio-ecological study 
of International behavior yet conducted through quantitative techniques 
is Roger W. Cobb and Chailes Elder'cj International Community: A Regional 
and Global Study (New York:  Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1970), 
which makes operational the concepts and hypotheses summarized by Jacob 
and Teune, 'The Integrative Process: Guidelines for Analyses of the Bases 
of Political Integration," In P. Jacob and J. Toscano (eds.), The 
Integration of Political Communities (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1964). 
Despite their inclusion of values and attitudes in the hypotheses, 
Cobb and Elder's work belongs to this genre because the values and 
attitudes measured index global properties of the nations in their 
samples, not the values and attitudes putatively ascribed to subpopula- 
tlons actively engaged in the pursuit of goals in the international arena 

While the above theories aspire to explain Interaction among 
pairs of actors, socio-ecological models have also been constructed to 
explain only volumes of each nations external behavior — a less ambitious 
task in that no effort is made to predict the direction of the activity, 
only its magnitude. A 17-variable causal model leading to the explanation 
of volumes of threats, accusations and protests was evaluated and revised 
in Richard W. Chadwick, "A Partial Model of National Political-Economic 
Systems: Evaluation by Causal Inference Methods," Journal of Peace 
Research, No. 2, 1970. 

Rapoport has noted that the arms race models he discusses 
(primarily Richardson's) are models :'devoid of rational goals" (Anatol 
Rapoport, Fights, Games and Debates; Ann Arbor, Michigan: The 
University of Miciigan Press, 1967, p. 358).  Such models, therefore, 
belong to this grmre, despite the inclusion of such psychological 
variables in them as "grievances." As I interpret it, 'grievances" 
condition the magnitude and direction of response (or more precisely, 
change in the magnitude per some unit time), quite apart from any 
ratiocination about the effectiveness of the response in reducing 
"grievances" or accomplishing sone other goal. 
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the cultural characteristics of a nation-state system by a social 

o-cologist.  But the former looks at international relations in terms 

of plans and strategies, while the latter looks at the sane phenomena 

from the viewpoint of behaviors and interaction networks.  Since both 

of these viewpoints have established their value as explanatory frame- 

works, and since both have significant drawbacks in application, it is 

likely that the more exclusively cybernetic or socio-ecological 

research is, the less likely it is to relate to the whole of the 

international system, to offer a well-rounded explanatory framework, 

or to be of general value to participants in the real world of 

international politics. 

4 
The ambiguity of classification of some research into cybernetic 

or sccial ecology types ray be underscored by observing that while 
Phillips' dynamic interaction study (o£. cit.) ignores any explicit 
socio-ecologlcal variable, his stimulus-response model is totally 
devoid of rational goal-attainment behavior or policy considerations. 
And many quantitative studies of national attributes and international 
behavior are purely deacriptive of systemic properties, including no 
causal model vhatsoever. Cf. Bruce M. Russett, International Regions 
and the International System; A Study in Political Ecology (Chicago: 
Rand-McNally & Company, 1967); R. J. Rummel, "Indicators of Cross- 
National and International Patterns," American Political Science Review, 
LX1II (March, 1969), 127-147; Frank H. Denton and Warren R. Phillips, 
Some Patterns in the History of Violence," Journal of Conflict Resolution, 

Vol. XII, No. 2 (June, 1968), 182-195. 

It should be noted in passing that this distinction is not a 
xevels-of-analysis" type; both the cybernetic and social ecology 

subsystems are analytic, global subsystems which have in common all 
unit-level" distinctions made, for example, by J. David Singer in 

qualitative International Politics;  Insights and Evidence (New York: 
The Free Press, 1968), and by James Rosenau in Linkage Politics: 
Essays on the Convergence of National and International Systems 
(New York: The Free Press, 1969).  There is an unfortunate tendency 
to view national attributes of the social ecology variety as "lower 
I'jvel" phenomena acting as background conditions on the "hi?;her level" 
phenomena of international politics, and to view this higher level as 

(Continued) 
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It is no accident, however, that measurement and systematic 

analysis of large quantities of data have characterized the social 

ecology orientation. The national accountants of the world have 

provided reams of data; and the public news media provide a ready 

source of event data for cumulating and typologizinp "behavior.'' It 

is also no accident that the cybernetic orientation works with and 

communicates through information in coramon language form, and that 

those practicing this orientation have found it exceptionally difficult, 

if not Impossible, to quantify information.5 Only with the application 

of game theory have we seen the rise of a methodology which may be 

capable of translating policies and strategies into quantitative 

terminology; and as yet no corps of graduate students has been trained 

to attack memoirs with as much diligence and reliability as statistically 

4(continued) 
the domain of cybernetic explanation and feedback modeling.  (Cf. 
Gleditsch's discussion of attribute theories; Gledltsch, o£. clt.) 
By so doing, the obvious impact of international behavior on socio- 
ecological conditions becomes lost as a modeling problem.  Similarly, 
the impact of cybernetic activity at lower" levels on the international 
system also tends to become ignored, as national "attributes" do not 
typically include such operating characteristics of goal-attaining 
behavior as values, attitudes, or situatlonal orientations.  These 
omissions are significant, and stem — in my opinion -- from the nation- 
state ideologies within which social scientists are embedded. 

5The development of content analysis in general (see, for example, 
Philip J. Stone, Dexter C. Dunphy, Marshall S. Smith, and Daniel M. 
Ogilvie, The General Inquirer; A Computer Approach to Content Analysis, 
CambridgeTTTass.: The M.I.T. Press, 1966) bodes well for making verbal 

material quantitatively tractable. 
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trained students attack national account statistics and the ^ew York 

Times. 

One purpose of this paper is to be^in the analysis of behavior 

in international relations in a raannev making the analytic output more 

amenable to policy analysis or the cybernetic orientation.  In a sense, 

the analytic output of behavioral studies has been captured by (become 

the exclusive domain of) social ecology; for while social ecology 

factors may be used as partial explanations within a total systems 

framework, the unexplained variance" of behavior need not be attributed 

to more ecological variables that just happen to be absent from a 

particular study. Thus, it is proposed here to treat the residuals 

fro" a behavioral, statistical study as being indicative of policy 

ij[»£ut8, i^.e., cybernetic inputs rather than just more "blind fate." 

Another purpose of this paper is to show hov behavior may be 

analyzed in a manner suggestive of policy inputs.  By permitting the 

encroachment of a policy orientation on behavioral data and statistical 

methods, new questions may be put to the data, questions less amenable 

to social ecology answers and more amenable to cybernetic explanations. 

6 
The Dimensionality of Nations Project (currently at the University 

of Hawaii; principal investigator, R. J. Kümmel) has been collecting 
conflict data from primarily the New York Times, for example, since 1962, 
and Rummel has developed a standardized code sheet [A Foreign Conflict 
Code Sheet,' World Politics. Vol. XVIII, Ao.  2 (April, 1967), 196-206]. 
But no such similar developments characterize the systematic retrieval 
of data from, say, memoirs, biographies, and histories.  The development 
of game theory techniques, for example, might serve a content analysis 
function, for example, such that students analyze historical materials 
from this perspective.  I have seen such efforts applied by students 
under Professor Glenn Snyder's tutelage at the State University of Wew 
York at Buffalo. 
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A «bird purpose is more methodological and pcdagc .ical alme^' 

at thos>^ who like to test theories with statistical tools, which 

includes myself.  Theories can often be quite complex.  The question 

thus often arises: does a tester desi  a gross or a fine test? A 

gcoss test may generate one statistic, such as a multiple correlation 

coefficient, upon which some decision will hinge. A fine test may 

generate many statistics, no ^ne of which is sufficient Co reject any 

but a small part of a general theory.  Typically, gross tests are 

employed.  The methodjlogy employed in this paper is meant to indicate 

how relatively fine tests may be usefully developed from a general 

theory, in this case an early version of R. J. Rummel's "field theory" 

a 
of international behavior. 

To achieve these objectives, a general model will be put forth 

in outline terms, one capable of incorporating both cybernetic and 

social ecology explanations explicitly, one that leads to the analysis 

of residuals from a policy viewpoint. Within this model, Rummel'a field 

theory will be located, and given a policy interpretation wholly 

consistent with both the mathematics of the theory and Rummel's goals 

in formulating it, but from a substantively different perspective. 

Third, this interpretation will be used in a simplified test of a 

,ry, 

7See Chadwlck, 1970, o£. cit. 

8R. J. Rummel, "A Social Field Theory of Foreign Conflict Behavior," 
Peace Research Society: Papers. IV, Cracow Conference, 1965 (published 

1Q*M, 197-208. 

■ 
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portion of Ruramel's field theory.  Fourth, an analysis of the 

patterning of nations' resid-j^ls will be conducted in terms of 

substantive speculations, i.e., policy effects. 

I. A General Model of International Systems 

We may think of the real world of international behavior as 

deriving from two broad systems, which we may paraphrase as the 

9 
'nerves of govertunent" and the flesh of government:  (1) the cybernetic, 

political, or decision-making network; (2) the social ecology "backup" 

of social, economic, cultural, geological, and geographical attributes 

of each nation within a global system.   The former may be construed 

as manipulating the resources available in the latter, for more or less 

coherent (though often conflicting) purposes. 

Much of the model hinges upon what one means by coherence, as 

regards the special implications ot coherence for patterning in the 

behavior of nations in the international system. One can presume that 

individuals always have purposes and that national leaders must at 

least give the irapi ess ion of purpose in their role as leaders.  How 

9 
From the title. The Nerves of Government: Models of Political 

Communication and Control, by Karl W. Deutsch (lew York:  The Free 
Press, 1966, 1963). 

Paul Smoker has strongly emphasized the need for working within 
a global system context, and taking seriously the effectr. of large 
multi-national corporations in the system.  The present work should not 
be construed to implicitly leave out such entities or inter-governmental 
or non-governnental international organizations.  See Paul Smoker, 
'International Relations Simulations: A Summary,11 copyright by Paul 
Smoker, 1970. 
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and whether purposes translate into measurable behavior patterns remains 

a key question in international relations theories, and one to which 

the present model expressly addresses itself. 

If behavior is purposive, we must necessarily include the concept 

of feedback explicitly in a model, or, more to the point, the existence 

of learning or something like it at the organizational level of 

analysis.   Even the simple notion of reinforcement learning, and its 

implications for increasing or decreasing a behavior as the distance to 

a goal state changes, gives rise to definite expectations for changes 

In the oehavior of statesmen, assuming we can quantify a goal-matrix 

or 'ideal" behavior system to which they aspire to achieve. Having 

said this, we can now draw a crude sketch of what our general mooel of 

International systems snould look like. 

Real behavior is assumed to be the result ct dynamic interaction 

between social ecology and cybernetic forces, purposive man against the 

elements and his own habits, as it were.  (We may regard as habit the 

institutional bases of social organization, as distinct from definite 

effor'.s at redirecting activity, which r^y involve the use of some 

habits to alter others, or some insticutions to alter others, for the 

purpose of attaining some goal.) Thus, social ecology gives rise to a 

behavior ;.rediction, explained in terms of institutions, the use made 

of geological and geographical resources by institutionalized huiran 

 _ 

See Deutsch, The Nerves of Government, op. cit., esp. Ch. 11, 
for a general treatment of the feedback concept and learning phenomena 
at the organizational level of analysis. 
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behavior, and the making of "habitual" decisions at the lowest level 

of cybernetic processes. Cybernetic processes give rise to "ideal" or "goal" 

behavior, that is, those behavior patterns which are desired to attain 

over some time period, and are explained in terms of the values, 

attitudes, and situational orientations of decision-makers typically 

(but not necessarily) occupying institutional positions with the 

authority to alter habitual patterns of resource allocations. As 

decision-makers usually attempt to implement a strategy for altering 

habitual patterns of resource allocation, they contribute to the stream 

of "real" behavior indicated in Figure 1. Their contribution may not 

be precisely what they intended it to be; thus the loop connecting 

■'real' behavior to the decision-makers' values, attitudes and situa- 

tional orientations is drawn "o reflect the impact of this potential 

discrepancy.  Similarly, the very act of reaching a decision and 

attempting to implement it is presumed to affect values, attitudes 

and situational orientations to some degree, nence the 'feedback' 

loop connecting decision to 'memory.:' 

"Memory'' is, in a pense, a black box; for we can hardly hope 

to sufficiently map the values, attitudes, and situational orientations 

of decision-makers on a global scale, as those who work with memoirs, 

biographies, and the substance of political history are well aware. 

For theoretical and some applied purposes, however, it may be possible 
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to simulate the decision-making pattern of values, attitudes, and 

12 
situatlonal orientations to a sufficient decree to be useful. 

Let us suppose now :hat we had a true model of the Impact of 

social ecology on behavior, instead of a mere sketch, and some 

relevant data on real transactions which to some extent reflect the 

the combined effects of socio-ecological and decision-making subsystems. 

Let us refer to a real quantity of some type of transactions from 

nation 1 to nation j as t.., and to the behavioral expectation from the 

social ecology model as b... For the ideal or goal, which is in some 

as yet undefined sense a product of the (global) decision-makfng 

subsystem, let us write g.. (.goal-quantity of transactions to occur 

from i to j). We may express the relations between these three 

variables as follows (see Figure 2). 

We have simplified international transactions, for expository 

purpo.es, into two categories, cooperation and conflict. In this 

Instance, we will also consider but one dyad (i,j). Note that the 

difference between the socio-ecological expectation (bj.) and actual 

behavior (t..) may be represented by a vector o (alpha); and the gap 

between b. and t.. may be indicated in a variety of ways:  (1) by 

Cf. Charles Hermann, Crises in Foreign Policy (New York: The 
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1969), and Paul Smoker, "International 
Processes Simulation: An Evaluation," forthcoming, Journal of Peace 
üesearch. The question may be raised in simulations of the man-machine 
type — as the studies reported in these works were — as to whether the 
'decision-making system" they evolve is more "captured" by tae model 
than are corresponding real-world decision-makers by their environments 
or social ecology. The question of relative autonomy of simulation and 
'referent system" decision-makers may not be as abstruse as it might 
appear; for it is precisely the degree of autonomy possessed by decision- 
makers in either real or simulated system that permits them to control 
the direction of events through time, in accord with their own purposes. 
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the Euclidean distance representinj* the length of the vector a, given 

by the square root of the sum of squared distances y2~yi ancl x2"xl; 

(2) by the numerical distance vector (dy.dx) where the dy and dx are 

the differences y^ and x?-x1, respectively; (3) by the differences 

in the magnitude (length) of the b^ and t^ vectors, givm by m, and 

the difference in their direction, given by 9 (theta). Wi will 

temporarily use the third interpretation because of its heuristic 

value from a substantive viewpoint. 

Assuming that discrepancy between b^ and t^ is due to g^ 

(the goal-condition of the actors i and j), thU  discrepancy may be 

referred to as the net power or control of i and j, written: 

net power., - (m,6). We naj; use the cybernetic term, control, because. 

according to the model sketched in Figure 1, a decision-making 

(cybernetic) effort was required to move the system (rj.) awajr. frori 

b  towards g, , and a measure of that effort is (m,9).   Furthermore, 

B and m are amenable to the following substantive interpretations. 

J represents a change in the mix of cooperative/conflict strategy 

characterizing (i,j); and m  represents a change in the magnitude of 

total activity characterizing (i,j), both, in theory, brought about by 

an effort      to attain the activity rw.gnitude/raix condition 

represented by g... 

13For a discussion and analysis of the concepts of power in an 
international relations conceptual framework, see Richard W. Chadwick, 
Steps toward a Probabilistic Systems Theory of Political Behavior, with 
Special Reference to Integration Theory," a paper delivered at the 
International Political Science Association Congress, September, 1970, 
lunich, Germany. For a more general discussion of power and control, 
see Chadwick, Power, Control, Social Entropy, and the Concept of Causation 
in Social Science," presented at thr Albany Symposium on Power and 
Influence, State University of New York at Albany, Albany, N.Y., 1971. 
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These remarks lead to the important conclusion that, assuming 

we have a respectable, theory of social ecology, we can measure the net 

SS^JL^  in a svatem b^r examining the unexplained residuals or deviations 

from expectations according to such a theory. 

What do we do with this measurement of net power? Without 

further speculation as to the nature and distribution of the goal 

conditions g^, very little.  However, If we assume that, over the 

short run, the goal conditions g^ do not vary much, it would be 

possible to trace out the apparent effect of other actors on any 

given net power measurement on (i,j).  For instance, it would be 

possible to develop meanin fully the following (heuristic) differential 

"equation," and elaborate a testir«! strategy to determine which tctori 

Influenced which other actors' (and their own), (m.e's. 

H(net power )   ü 

dF     " I    <net Power^a^, (i) 

J-l' 

where the «^ terms are unknowns to be determined.  In plain English, 

it would be possible to measure the policy impact of the actions of all 

actors at some previous point in time on the net power of any given 

pair of actors (i,J) at a later point in tine.  If substantive inform- 

ation were available on the goals of actors in the international system, 

then it would be possible through an expansion of such analyses as (1) 

to infer the impact of goals, social ecology, and actual transactions 

upon each other. 
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For the present, it is sufficient to note that international 

transactions may be quantitatively specified in terms of the magnitude 

of total activity, or involvement, of one actor with another; and in 

terms of the mix of activities composing this total magnitude. These 

two aspects of transactions may be further distinguished in terms of 

their deviations from a substantive model predicting behavior in terms 

of a social ecology subsystem. The deviations may be analyzed in a 

number of ways, each consistent with a vector representation of 

transactions; and the patterning in these deviations over time may 

shed some light on the power of one nation over the transactions of 

others, and vice versa. 

II. Rummel's Field Theory; A Social Ecology Subsystem Model 

In 1965, Rumrael put forth a social field theory of international 

14 
relations.   While the core of this theory is an assumption that 

differences in the attributes of nations cause the magnitude and 

direction of international behaviors between each pair of nations, its 

most fundamental innovation lies in the manner in which it formalizes 

relations between attributes and behavior.  Both behavior and attributes 

are cast into the form of matrices, the columns of which represent 

either different types of behavior or national attributes, and the rows 

of which represent directed dyads, identifying the sender and the 

receiver of each specified type of behavior, or some dyad-dependent 

14 
R. J. Rummel, 'A Field Theory of Social Action with Application 

to Political Conflict within Uations," General Systems, Vol. 10, 1965, 
183-211.  
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attribute. This simple innovation now makes possible the analysis 

of directed behavior and its causes through the powerful tools of matrix 

algebra and vector analysis (see Figure 3). 

An examination of the substantive variables actually used to 

derive basic dimensions of national attributes (see Appendix I) clearly 

places the relevance of the theory in the category of social ecology.  (The 

94 variables listed in Appendix 1 were part of a larger set of 235; 

many were d.scarded because they did not seem to add to the number of 

relevant dimensions on which to characterize nations and predict their 

behavior.   (See, for example, Rummel's treatment of foreign conflict 

in the Singer book of readings cited in footnote three, for 1968.) 

Most variables relate to social, demographic, geological, or geographic 

properties. There are no specifications of values, attitudes, 

situational orientations, goals or ideals, of either national leadership 

or in the general populations.  There is an exception tc this statement! 

McClelland's need-power, affiliation and achievement measurements are 

among the ninety-four variables; but it has been shown that they are 

more relevant as generational variables and require time-lagging to 

become relevant.   Even not considering this argument, before the 

field theory could be said to have a cybernetic component, both the 

For some interesting findings relating the McClelland variables 
to rates for economic development, sea Joseph M. Firestone and Gary Oliva, 
"National Motives and Domestic Planned Violence: An Examination of Time- 
T>apged Correlational Trends in Cross-Time Rfjjression.s," General Systems 
Yearbook, 1971. 

The work from which the data were obtained is David C. McClelland's 
The Achieving Society (New York: Van Nostrand, 1961). 

/ 
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specific substantive assumption within the theory and the scope of 

the theory (for example, the addlnz on  of feedback loops as indicated 

in Figure 1) would have to be enlarged upon. 

Because of the location of Rummel's theory of international 

behavior in the domain of social ecology, and because of the breadth 

of coverage in the social ecology of nations, which is represented by 

his twenty-two orthogonal dimensions (obtained through a factor 

analysis of the ninety-four variable attribute space), the theory is 

ideally suited for the analysis of residuals outlined in section one 

of this paper. 

We will select but one aspect of the net power.  residuals, 

defined earlier as (m,9) (see Figure 2), for discussion, namely m, 

the magnitude of involvement or activity unexplained by social ecology, 

We will reserve discussion of m  for the next section, and concentrate 

here instead on the relevance of Rummel's theoretical assumption for 

estimating the magnitude of behavior, b. . 

One of Rummel's early field theory equations (since discarded) 

is Ideally suited for demonstrating both a testing approach for 

evaluating different aspects of Rummel's theory, and for making 

operational the concept of m  with the available data.   Let us 

16 
Riiinmel, oj).. cit., fn. 8. The equations developed below begin 

with his presentation of the field theory model shown there. Rummel, 
Uowever, has developed and explored several new forms of the field 
theory which he feels should replace the one used here; see, however, 
fn. 18, infra. A major test of these later models is given in Richard 
Van Atta and R. J. Rummel, "Testing Field Theory on the 1963 Behavior 
Space of Wations," Research Report No. A3, Dimensionality of Nations 
Project, University of Hawaii, 1970. 

/ 
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consider a dyad behavior vector b  consisting of i's behavior towards 

j, as represented on some sixteen behavior dimensions derived from a 

iarge number of actually observed behaviors (fifr.y-six in the 1963 

data collection by the Dimensionality of Nations Project; for a specifi 

enumeration of these behaviors, see Appendix II).  We may denote this 

b^ vector by O^^.b^« ••• . ''ijiV*  similarly. we may consider 

dyad (i.J)'« attribute space of differences.  If xJf is i's score on 
ik 

an attribute dimension k, and x k is j's score on the same attribute 

dimension k, then we may define the difference score d, ., as d . - 
ijk    ijk 

Xik~Xik'  In the ver8ion of the early field theory under discussion, 

bij and the diikS Were related as follows (in matrix notation): 

ill 

ijk 

ijn 

'ijl 

0 

+a. 

0 

ijk 

0 

. + a 

ijn 
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which we can express simply as B ■ D A , where n is the number of r       r ^    n   nn n 

orthogonal attribute and behavior dimensions.   This formulation has 

the disat'vantages that the dimensionality of the behavior and attribute 

spaces must be identical, and that each behavior dimension must be a 

function of a single attribute dimension. These constraints have been 

removed by Rumra^l, but the simplicity of the model permits some obvious 

and interesting deductions concerning the prediction of the magnitude 

of a given dyad's behavior vector. Assuming conformability in the 

equation B-DA, we may premultiply both side^ of the equation by their 

respective transposes, thusly 

B'B = A'D'DA, 

■ 

Note that when the attribute dimensions for nations are 
define a to be orthogonal, the difference dimensions corresponding to 
them are also orthogonal. The proof of this is simple.  If the attributes 
are expressed in standard form, then orthogonality implies that 

xik bx.. , where b « 0, 
ih' 

■ 

that is, that i1s score on dimension h is unrelated to its score on 
dimension k.  Consider now the derivation of d.« and d „ in the light 

of the above, thus: 

subtract 

xik 

»a. 
bx 

bx 
ih 

(xik-XJk) - b(xih-Xjh) 

or, 
'ijk 

bd 
ijh, 

thus, each of the difference vectors k and h are also orthogonal. 

y 
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which will give us on the left-hand side the square of the length of 

the given dyad's behavior vector.  Define mj -def B'B and then 

expand in scalar algebra notation the right-hand side, to obtain 

m
2    !  2^2 m^ ■ Z a, d, „ . (2) 

which is to say, the square of the magnitude (length) of the behavior 

vector, b^, is equal to the sum of the squares of the weighted 

attribute differences, d.^. Notice how that (2) as a testing 

equation (for empirical research) does not formally require that the 

empirical behavior and attribute vector spaces be of equal dimension- 

ality.  This is a re sonable consequence; it la more than likely that 

empirical dimensionality will differ from theoretical dimensionality 

due to a variety of causes such as insufficient data, inadequate typology 

of data types, atypical sampling in time and space of dyads, coding 

error, and so on. Notice also t!.at the -ight-hand side of (2) no longer 

^P116*? £ one-to-one correspondence between each behavior dimension 

and each attribute dimension. What is now implied is that the magnitude 

of the behavior vector is a weighted sur' of all the differences between 

a given dyad in attribute space.18 

18 
Rummel's later formulations define B  as an n-dyad by m-behavlor 

dimensions -natris, Dnp as an n-dyad by p-attrlbute difference dimensions 

with p>Tn, and A^ as a matrix of empirical coeffi ents.  Not only does 

this change entail eliminating an arbitrary restriction on the dimensionality 
of B; it also permits a non-orthoconal transformation of D into the B-space 

a transformation technique first developed and theoretically justificed 
by Ahmavaara (see Yrjö Ahmavaara and Touko Markkanen, The Unified Factor 
iteiel; Stockholm: Almquls: and Wlksell, 1958, esp. section IvTTp. 74-88 

(Continued) 
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Suppose we now expand algebraically (2), taking note of Khe 

identity d   ■ x ,-x,, , as follows; 

raij " ^ ak(xik"Xjk)2 ' ^1 »k^lk-^lk^k^Jk) 

" ^ (akx2ik - 2akxikxjk+ Vj2k) (3) 

While (2) and (3) are formally identical, their implications for 

2 
estimating m  from real data are not; for by using (2), the test 

will hinge simply upon how much of real transaction vectors t,. (see 

Figure 3) one expects to be composed of behavior b.., and how much 

one expects to be a function of the efforts of statesmen to achieve 

goal-states g...  By using (3), we can simultaneously test the 

theoretical assumption embedded in the field theory; for now three 

9        9 
coefficients representing a, and -2a, will be generated, and they 

may empirically not stand in the expected relationship to one another. 

18(continued) 
passim).  With this change in the definition of the matrices B, D, and A, 
I believe that the corresponding equation to (2) would be, for dyad (ij). 

2    ; 
ij  k=l 

H       2 
[VI ijq ak' J 

2 
where m.. is the scalar result of the v..-th row of B being post-multiplied 

by the ij-th column of B' [the functional equivalent of the previous pre- 
multipllcation B'B when B was only a vector in eq. (2)]; and the right- 
handed term is the corresponding element in DAA'D' in the new notation. 
It will be observed that if we were to attempt a similar expansion of 
(3) and (4) with the above formulation, testing the implications of the 
field0theory model would involve estimating m-p

2 coefficients, i.e., 
16*22 — a number far in excess of the degrees of freedom (181) available 
in the data collected. 

/ 
.' 
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To clarify the point, let us rewrite (3) as a standard regression 

model: 

mij " a + kf1 
(blkXik + b2kXlkXjk + b3kXjk)- (4) 

From (3), the relationships between the b,. »b- and b_. coefficients 

2      2 
and the a, and -2a, coefficients Is apparent. If this version of the 

theoretical assumption that differences in national attribute dimensions 

predict the magnitude (as well as direction) of behavior vectors b,., 

then the b.., , b„. and b- coefficients should stand in relaf.ion to each 

other as 1;-2:1.  (It will be recalled from footnote 18 that the present 

model does not have an unambiguous interpretation in terms of the 

direction of the b,, vectors; thus results from this particular test have 

no direct bearing on any other subsequent developments of field theory 

or empirical models). 

The test of this little bit of the field theory is executed by 

carrying out both the regression suggested by (2) and the regression 

2 
suggested by (4). The estimated a, coefficients will be used as best 

2 
estimates of the b... and b,. coefficients, and -2a, will be used as 

the best estimate of the b~ corresponding terms. The actual b... »b,. 

and b_, terras will then be computed directly; and standard statistical 

tests will be used to determine whether di'ferences between them art 

19 
attributable to "chance. 

19 
Strictly speaking, the sample which should have been used for 

purposes of test generalization in this test was Rummel's "random sample' 
(continued) 

1 
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In addition to the test with repard to coefficients, note will 

be taken of the difference in the per cent of varianc- in the squared 

magnitude of actual transaction vectors t  which was accounted for. 

Strictly speaking, this is not necessary, for if the coefficients are 

not as predicted, it is highly probable that (4) will do a better job 

in estimation than (2).  Nevertheless, one may be interested in just how 

much better (4) could be than (3), and just why it might be fiat this 

could occur.  For example, it may be that interaction terms, xik
xjk» 

are vastly more relevant than the squared terms individually.  If so, 

this would give rise to a straightforward probabilistic interpretation 

of the impact of attribute dimensions on behavior.   Alternatively, if 

the separate x.. and x,k terras are of greatest significance (explain 

the most variance), a model of the form (x^+x^) f11^"*;}!^ might e,ner8e 

by inference, which would indicate that both combined and distinguishing 

aspects or nations on each dimension determine their aggregate behavioral 

19(continued) 
of dyads (some nations were added because of substantive interest) from 
the 1963 universe of 107 nation-states. Van Atta and Rummel (OJK cit., 
p. 15) have assured us, however, that factor scores for both the 
random and selected sample are reasonably similar and that results of 
analyses of interrelations among variables are virtually identical 
(p. 22); so I have picked the selected sample instead, because the 

dyads it contains are more interesting. 

20See Chadwick (lo70), oj>.. cit• i fn. 13 supra, for treatment of this 

point in some detail. 
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21 
exchange, or involvement.   These and many otner substantive poEsib- 

ilities might emerge fro-i this test, essentially because it rfoes not 

assume without proof that the difference formula is the only one by 

22 
which the field theory, more broadly taken, might prove valuable. 

By way of pedagogical commentary, we may note that this particular 

strategy of theory testing, under usual citcumstances, will tend to 

raise more questions than it answers. It will not give a simple yes 

or no to (3), and leave it to the researcher or theorist to create 

another formula out of his intuition. It isolates a piece of a puzzle 

and studies its implications for the whole, so to speak. It provides 

detailed information on likely new avenues to explore. The strategy 

is simply to break down a general model into its least-subdivisible 

('atomic") units, draw some empirical inferences, and examine them. 

Mo one piece of the total testing procedure will cause one to reject 

the entire nodal, or to accept it. bach piece will simply cause one 

to conclude that this or that particular area of potential application 

Is in fact empirically substantiated. If enough bits and pieces are 

inapplicable, the theory will eventually be massed by, as inferences 

21See Nils Petter Gleditsch, "Rank Theory, Field Theory, and 
Attribute Theory: Three Approaches to Interaction in the International 
System," Research Report No. 47, Dimensionality of Nations Project, lo/0, 
for a treatment of both these expressions in terms of rank disequilibrium 

theory. 

22Indeed, Rummel (1965, o£. clt., fn. 8) has found a mix of 
(x,,-x,, ) and (x^-Hx,.), k^h, terms to be most useful in accounting 

ik jk      ih jh 
for foreign conflict behavior. 
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bullt up alonj», the testing path suggest new formulations and 

cumulate into a countervailing theory.  Conversely, if the bits and 

pieces of empirical inference support the theoretical deductions, the 

detailed work will build up a backlog of applied significaace (now 

lacking in most international relations theories because they are 

23 
far too gross and non-operational in form) "  and confidence in the 

generality of the theory. 

Ill. Estimating the lagnitude of Probable Dyadic Transactions 

While Figure 3 sketches Runrael's present model for making 

operational his field theory, and the indicated factor analyses were 

actually performed, only the results of the attribute spare factor 

ana./ais were used.  On the behavior side, the behavior of these fourteen 

nations toward each other in 1963 was factor analyzed, and tne fifty-six 

variables were reduced to a sixteen-dimensional space. However, It was 

reasoned that the full variance of behavior spnee, not the 81.6 per cent 

included in the sixteen factors, should be allowed to define (measure) the 

magnitudes of dyadic interaction; for there was no substantial reason for 

excluding unique (non-common"/ variance from contributing to magnitude 

variance.  (See Appendix III for further discussion.) The sample of dyads 

Ruramel's own theory stands in this rela'Ion to the field theory 
of Quincy Wright's, put forth in The Study of International Relations 
(:iew York: Apple ton-Century-Crofts, 1935). Wright's work was, despite 
the data collection meant to suggest operational aspect«, non-operational. 
The references to factor analysis were without support in terras of moving 
from data to factors or dimensions such as energy-lethargy; and precisely 
how attributes affected behavior was never madi clear by him. Wright's 
insight was monumental; his ability to quantify his insight moderate: 
his testing operations non-existent. 
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selected by Rummel in terms of representativeness on a number of criteria, 

consisted of the following nations:  Br&zil, Burma, China, Cuba, Egypt, 

India, Indonesia, Israel, Jordan, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, United 

Kingdom, and the United States.2^ Within this space, the 

behavior of each directed pair (dyad of nations, e.g., 

Brazil-*öurma, is represented by a sinp.le vector with two attributes: 

length, and direction,  ^e considered only the length property in this 

test, as discussed in section two, above.  Equations (2,4) were thus 

made operational, with the followin,-» results. 

Followin,'; the general regression model shown in (4), only one 

of the factors produced a statistically significant contribution or 

all three of its component scores [the two squared terms and the product 

term shown in (4)].  While this factor is also the best predictor of 

national involvement; usini» (2), it turns out that two of the three 

b-coefficients estimated by (2) are significantly different from those 

estimated by (4),  which was to be expected since the differences in 

per cent variance accounted for are substantial.  The factor component 

that had "not been incorrectly" predicted was for the sender and 

accounted for only 3.46 per cent of the variance In involvement.  (The .05 

level of significance test was performed in all analyses reported on 

in this study; for details see Appendix III.) 

24 
See Van Atta and Runroel, 0£. ci_t., fn. 16, for a more complete 

description of the data and sample, as well as the technical details of 
the factor analysis. 

\ 
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The factor that produced these results had two ar.trihutes which 

chariCterlzes it (i.e., of which it is predominantly composed): number 

of foreign students present in the country, and a measure of distance 

betwaen the capital of a country and all other capitals of other 

countries (indicating how far, on the average so to speak, one country's 

capital is fron all the others). Their factor loadings were .78 and 

.64, respectively, and their correlation .4A. At first glance, it 

seems inconsistent that nations with relatively large capital-to- 

capital distances should have relatively many foreign students. The 

explanation may lie in both the relative weakness of the correlation 

(implying that many substantive exceptions to the general pattern 

exist) and in the relatively great distances between major powers 

and countries within their spheres of influence (as compared with 

each other). Of the fourteen countries in this study, the top five 

(in order) en this factor were the United States, the Netherlands, 

Egypt, the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom — a group not 

inconsistent with this speculation. While two of these five cannot 

be regarded as global powers, the Netherlands does have a colonial 

power past, and Egypt is a major power in the liddle East. 

We shall give the above factor a name for further reference, 

consistent with its importance for estimating the magnitude of dyadic 

behavior: educational influence.  In order to further justify this 

description, it may be noted that it implies asymmetry in influence. 

From (4), it will be observed that it was represented by three terms: 

X', xx, and x^, where xi  and x are the orir.inal factor scores for 
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each i and j country. The receiver score, x , should be by f^r the 

strongest, that is, account for most of the variance.  It does: twenty- 

one £er cent of the variance in the magnitude of_ dyadic international 

activity was accounted for b^ It, as compared with thre« per cent by the 

xi  tern», and one per cent by the XJXJ term. 

The only other factor to e,cplain a substantial proportion ot 

variance in behavioral involvement, within the context of (4), was 

one labeled by Van Atta and Rummel linRuistic-ethnic diversity, 

characterized by -juch variables as numbers of language, religious 

and ethnic groups.25 As migttt be expected given the substantive 

asymnetry In educational influence, the receiver component of the 

substantive asymnetry in educational influence, the receiver 

component of the factor accounted for eleven per cent of the variance, 

the interaction term but two per cent, and the sender terra nothing 

significant; though Just why diversity should seem to attract activity 

is obscure. In a faint, probabilistic way, it may be that such cultural 

diversity is attractive for the relatively wide variety of cultural 

opportunities for external transactions, presuming that each subculture 

within the nation has counterpart cultures abroad. Thus a nation with 

many subcultures would have more opportunities to offer for inter- 

action than others. 

There were eight other factors with one term each which 

contributed significantly to estimating the magnitude of dyadic 

25 
Van Atta and Rummel, 0£. cit. 
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behavior, but they each accounted for two Per cent or less of the total 

variance, hence are not worth the both'ir to conjecture about. A grand 

total of fifty per cent of the variance in involvement was accounted for 

by ten factors with cne or aore significant terms, within the context 

of (4).  Forty per cent was accounted for by the first two factors alone, 

as discussed above. Thirty-five per cent was accounted for by receiver or 

destination conponent terms (the s. terms) — thirty-three per cent from the 

first two factors alone.  Since our object is not to account for all 

of the involvement of nations with one another, but just that due to 

social ecology, this may be considered a very satisfactory set of 

figures. From a substantive viewpoint, these are also very heartening 

results for the "humanist" scholars in pclitical science and inter- 

nati«. %1  relations.  For the factors that turned out to do the best 

job of prediction were cultural and intellectual, not economic or 

geographic or geological. The results indicate the predominance of 

the properties of people, not what they do (e.g., make GNP) or what 

they do it with. The results eraphasise the social in social ecology. 

Another interesting aspect of these results is that they underscore 

the passive nature of social ecology.  It was not the sender or origin 

properties, but the recipient or destination properties that were most 

important.  It would seem consistent with these data to say that social 

ecology provides opportuniMea but not drives or conations towards 

action. Indeed, the fact that one has students from abroad could 

hardly be explained any other way. 

We will now turn to an examination of the results of applying 

(2) in and of Itself. While some ten factors had at least significant 
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coefficients, and accounted altogether for thirty-five per cent of the 

variance in dyadic national involvement, eight of them accounted for 

only two per cent or less variance each, and therefore have little 

substantive significance. The first, educational influence, has 

already been discussed; it accounted for nineteen per cent of the 

variance explained by (2). The second, accounting for six per cent 

of the variance, is surprising. It was the 19th factor extracted by 

Van Atta and Rummel, and was left unnamed. It had only one meaningfully 

loaded variable (say, loadings greater than .3 or so), which was 

domestic killed (number killed in domestic violence in 1963), with a 

loading of .767. Since its b-coefficient is  positive, this implies 

that a nation with large numbers of domestic killed relative to 

another nation (i.e., la^ge positive difference in a directed dyad), 

will tend slightly to have more involvement with the other nation. 

Moreover, since the domestic conflict factor did not contribute 

significantly to involvement, this finding is restricted to numbers 

killed; it is not generalizable to domestic conflict in general. 

This is a curious finding, and bears extremely careful examination, 

and should be replicated using other data. So frr, the general lack 

of relationship between domestic conflict and external national 

behavior has been characteristic of field theory tests; moreover, 

domestic killed has usually been associated with domestic conflict in 

general. Future research on this relationship is strongly urged. 

We have found sufficient substantive relevance in applying the 

field theoretic perspective developed by Rummel to consider the analysis 
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of r« siduals generated uy (4).  The specific difference-model embedded 

within the early version of field theory examined above, however, has not 

been supported. This suggests that further, more detailed testing and 

exploration is vital, not that the difference model should be rejected, 

even as regards Lts implications for predicting the magnitude of dyadic 

interaction, one test on one set of data, in the context of one 

inferential argument, executed by a few fallible Individuals, is hardly 

a sufficient basis for reaching a final decision. Nevertheless, the 

results argue strongly for more detailed substantive analysis, the 

Van Atta and Rummel tests on the same data with a different model 

notwithstanding. 

IV. Some National Patterns of Policy Involvement; A First 

Approximation Exercise. 

This section presents a first approximation to measuring relative 

policy Involvement between nations, through application of (4), the 

equation through which one of Rummers field theory models was tested. 

The value »f  this analysis, given its limitations, is primarily as a 

heuristic demonstration of a policy analysis method for future, more 

substantive, applications. 

The essential feature of what we have done has been to take 

the "expected" values of the magnitude of dyadic interaction as base- 

lines against which to measure relative deviations of real interactions. 

Because the "expected" values have been obtained by using a model 

through which (it is hoped) all relevant socio-ecological national 

■ 
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attributes have been properly considered, the deviations from "expecta- 

tions" are presumed to indicate the amount cf "over-involvement" or 

"under-involvement" due to the global decision-making system within 

which each nation is embedded. Put in the words of section one of 

this paper, it is hoped that those national attributes which contribute 

to routinized, habitual behavior and alternatives have been controlled, 

so that what remains for observation is the net impact of cybernetic or 

control efforts to achieve goals or attain valued or "ideal" conditions. 

It is important to make clear at the outset the limitations on 

this essentially heuristic application, which are as follows: 

(1) Som3 fifty-six coded types of national interaction were 

compressed into a single index of the magnitude of involvement each 

nation with another. Substantive applications should not be so 

universal in scope. It is vital that at least conflict and cooperation 

be analytically distinguished (after -.ne manner suggested by figure 

two), through some weighting and combininji process (as suggested, for 

example, by Rummel's use of factor analysis, indicated in figure 

three). If the specific interactions representing certain types of 

policies could be isolated, and a weighted summary index determined 

for each, still greater value could be obtained. 

(2) The data are collected for 1963 (from the DON Project), 

hence any substantive interpretations of observed patterns need to 

be executed in the global policy context of that year. 

(3) The "expected" values are in theory the squares of the 

magnitude of interactions between each pair of nations (directed dyad). 

The particular model used requires that we use these theoretically 
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"squared" (see equation four) terms as some of the "expected" values 

from the soclo-ecological model are negative, giving rise to Imaginary 

numbers If square roots were taken (see Appendix IV). 

(4) Since the measuremtnt units are not of substantive signi- 

ficance in this study (the data having been standardized at various 

points), but since there exists a meaningful zero point (as ail values 

were squared and as the mean location is still represented by the 

constant zero), relative involvement (&!<.•) indices have been constructed, 

defined as 

:   - 

PT   m   (J -   T  WT RIij   (Tij   vv » 
- .■     • 

2 
where l' stands for the square of the interaction index compiled from 

measured transactions from i to j, and Ij. is the expected" level of 

such transactions from the soclo-ecological model (4).  RI.. is thus 

the proportion above or below expectation; it is the deviation per unit 

expactatlon.  Such an index is valuable even when meaningful measurement 

units exist because the deviations (I.. - l±.)  themselves can be 

expected to be larger, the larget is the expectation; by norming for 

the expectation, we can easily note where the interaction level is in 

2 
proportion to where we expected it to be.  (In the case where IT. is 

a negative number, the following index is substituted: 

RI^ - (1^ - i^/ijj . (s*) 

■  '      -■ 
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This reversal in the direction in which th«: difference is taken 

permits an identical interpretation of the index when negative 

expectations are present.  In the future, these and other Rube 

Goldbe.g arrangements of the data should be minimized.)26 

(5) The model used is, after all, but the first manipulated to 

indicate quantitatively the relative policy involvement of nations in 

their interactions. It clearly has a hiph probability of being 

successfully replaced by more sophisticated and fundamental concepts, 

data sets, and methodologies. Thus this exercise can best be labeled 

"pion»ering," and valuable only as a direction sign. 

By way of appreciation to balance the above list of limitations, 

it should be noted that: 

(1) This method essentially begins where classic regression 

analyses end, and as luch underscores just how far away a true policy 

science (as distinguished from the art of policy making and the art of 

policy analysis) really is; 

(2) By differentiating the magnitude of involvement of each 

nation with another, from the mix of activities characterizing the 

given level of involvement, a crucial distinction in policy science 

can now be made operational in a systematic, quantitative manner; 

26 
See Chadwick, o£. cit., fn. 13 supra, for discussion of such 

indices in general. The specific application here was originally conceived 
when I noted that the Savage-Deutsch model was essentially controlling for 
but two types of national attributes, as they conceived them, viz., total 
exports and total imports of each nation. This point is discussed at some 
length in the manuscript referred to above.  See also I. Richard Savage and 
Karl W. Deutsch, "A Model for the Gross Analysis of Transaction Flows," 
Econometrica. 28(3), July, 1960, 551-579. 
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(3) It would now be possible to analyze RIj. indices in terms 

of their dynamic interrelationships over time to arrive at measures 

of the power which each actor has over every other national actor in 

the global international system, and on the effects of cybernetic 

behavior on national attributes and on itself; 

(4) It would now be possible to speculate in a quantitative 

manner about the goals or ideal condition of transactions and 

national attributes to vhich each national subsystem seems to aspire, 

and to project the interplays of the goal, socio-ecologically probable, 

and real transaction systems over time — not for the purpose of 

prediction in the usual sense of that term, but for the purpose of more 

clearly defining and selecting among alternative futures to attempt to 
- 

27 
attain. 

While the present application is clearly but a first faltering 

step in terms of the above possibil.'.ties, it is only by making such 

trial applications that new, detailed questions for future research 

and application can be developed. 

Social science still needs to develop paradigms for the use of 
the concept of causation, upon which policy futures can be developed. 
The traditional concept of "forecasting" and the use of the term pre- 
diction" in regression analysis contexts clearly indicate how inadequate 
our present paradigm is. For further treatment of this subject, see 
Chadwick (1972, o£. clt., fn. 13, supra). One of the key ideas discussed 
there Is that social systems must be viewed as designed systems; thus 
their behavioral regularities are a function of how policy makers and 
policy-making processes in general direct the formation of social change. 
Contrariwise, social ecology models have the same status as Savage and 
Deucsch's "null model," (o£. clt.), that is, a hypothetical condition 
of the social system's transaction flows is predicted under the assump- 
tion that transactions are statistically Independent ~ not governed by 
coherent policy processes. The need for suitable application of the 
concept of causation to social ecology models is vital, so that we do 
not presume that their "predictions" are in fact high-probability 

"forecasts" Ir. the usual sense. 
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A. A General >. Vbrview of Fourteen National Involvement Patterns; 

Some Criteria for Evaluation 

There are a number of features of RI., indices which for general 

theoretical reasons it would be desirable to work with when making 

preliminary examinations. These are:  (1) general goodness of fit of 

the socio-ecologlcal model to actual transactions (implying small 

deviations from expectations, relative to the magnitude of expectations); 

(2) relative symmetry or asymmetry to the RI.. indices, implying 

instability in the relationships between i and J (i.e., RI  and RI.. 

being markedly different); (3) relative number of positive or negative 

RI s, indicating relative activity or isolation of a nation in the 

world. We will develop these concepts further below, in the context 

of their application. 

A.l.  Goodness of Fit to the Socio-Ecological Model 

To the extent that a nation exhibits relatively small deviations 

[i.e., relative to its estimated (predicted) values] from behavior 

patterns inferred from the socio-ecologlcally expected, it may be said 

to have relatively little desire or capability to alter the magnitude 

of its involvement with other nations.  (This statement could be 

generalized to the mix of activities as well if such Inferences were 

made; the present soclo-ecological model does not make such inferences.) 
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The application of this generalization to the data at hand 

Indicates that, of the fourteen nations, the United States has probably 

the least control of the magnitude of its in 'olvement with the other 

nations.  All nations have been shown graphically in Appendix V, In 

terms of their PI.,.8 and RI^s. Figure 17 of Appendix V plots the RI.. 

of the United States (i - U.S.A.) on the horizontal axis and the RI.jS 

on the vertical axis.  When the United Stater is compared with the other 

thirteen countries in the set (Figures 4 through 16), it will be noted 

that it has the smallest range of Rl^s. It also has the smallest range 

of RI s (others to U.S.A.), indicating that others are just as unable 

or unwilling to alter their magnitude of involvment with the United 

States as it Is with them. 

Upon making this observation, one is tempted to reconsider 

explanations which are socio-ecological in nature.  For example, noting 

thai: the United Kingdom . nd the Soviet Union (Figures 16 and IS) also 

have relatively small graphs, it might be Inferred that restrictions on 

the range of the K^,3 Is a function of the level of expectations: 

large powers, having greater magnitudes of Involvement in international 

affairs, would tend to require relatively larger "efforts" to alter 

their magnitudes of relative involvement with other nations.  But if 

this were so, then countries such as Israel and the Netherlands would 

require additional explanations, for, with one exception each, their 

RI. s are also comparably small. Furthermore, other large nations such 

as China and India have relatively large graphs. Ultimately, the fact 

that size and development variables were already tried (in section three 
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of this paper) as control variables for Inferring the magnitude of 

dyadic behavior, nnd found Irrelevant, should dissuade us from this 

line of Inquiry. 

A possibly more fruitful and exciting line of Inquiry lies 

In the cybernetic or policy approach, which this analysis Is designed 

to lead Into. The exceptions In the Israel and Netherlands graphs 

(Israel to Jordan, and Netherlands to Cuba; and both vice-versa as 

they are fairly symmetric) In 1963 may be properly Indicating the 

relative amounts of "special attention" these countries were paying 

to their respective "deviants." In the case of Israel, the reason 

almost surely lies In the Intense propaganda campaign and Intense 

hostilities within which they were mutually embroiled.  In the case 

of the Netherlands, Cuba found an outlet for her sugar and source 

of trade, against the will of the U.S.A. It would be necessary to 

develop the analysis In bore detail, as suggested earlier. In terms 

of conflict and cooperation dimensions, and even In more detail on 

the actual types of coded behavior.  But that 1« beyond the scope 

of the present paper. 

In terms of the development of more quantitative Indicators 

of goodness of fit of national behavior to a soclo-ecological model, 

several statistics may be suggested. First, the per cent discrepancy 

statistic could be calculated, which measures how much of the observed 

magnitudes of transactions would have to be redistributed to equal 

the expected magnitude from the socio-ecological model (measuring this 

discrepancy as a percentage of the maximum possible discrepancy). 8 

"'S 
This statistic has been used with good results in another 

context by Steven J. Br<;ms, "Transaction Flows in the International 
System," Aaerican Political Science Review, Vol. LX, No. 4 (December, 
1966), .480-898, esp. p. 886. 
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Second, a neasure of the patterning of the deviations (the Rl^e), euch 

as a correlation, sight b« calculated.  But this would probably be 

more relevant for indicat.ag the strength of syinaetry or a^ynuaptry in 

the RI -RI..S, as discussed below. 

A. 2. Sy—etry and Asyetry iu the Magnitude of Involvement 

To the extent two nations exhibit symmetry in their relative 

magnitudes of involvement (RliRI^), their relationahip is charac- 

terized by a mutuality of concern. Asymmetry suggeiits one-sided 

dependencies, which may Indicate rapidly changinp relationships. To 

interpret relative degrees of syamelry reall • requires detailed data 

and analysis: and it would be * rthwhile to conduct such ana'yses for 

the information which they would conveniently summarise. 

The moat asynaetric patterns (by visual inspection) in the 

data seem to be the United Kingdom and Erpt. for fully eight of 

their thirteen RI -Rl^e were mixed poaltive and negative, and each 

had only one positive-poaitive combination of RI1."
RIji>» ■n<l **••• 

were no where near the line of symmetry (the diagonal line at AS* lo 

Figures 8 and 16).  In Egypt's case, in 1963 she seemed fsr more 

involved with Burma, Israel. Indonesia, and Cuba than they with her; 

and the U.S.S.R. seemed far more Involved with bgypt than vice veraa. 

The particular patterning here defiea simple Inferences, indicating 

even more strongly the need for detailed breakdown of behavior. But 

it la clear that Soviet involvement in Egypt, unmatched by Egypt in 

the U.S.S.R.. ia eaeily explained in terma of Soviet Interest! in 
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supporting the Egyptian government against Israel. And while we might 

hav« expected a .autuality of attention between Egypt and Israel, 

Israel's relatively low U with Egypt may be explained by her preoc- 

cupation in 1963 with the Fedayeen raiders across the Jordanian 

border. Details In thu data could b« used to test these speculations. 

The United Kin^gom's graph is relatively uninteresting because 

of the relatively small range of its RIj** *nd KI^** Yet one finds 

oneself asking: does the general pattern not suggest a weakness and 

instability in her foreign policy? Only three of the thirteen countries 

showed an excess of transactions above those socio-ecological inferred 

(the Netherlands, the U.S.A., and Indonesia). While the same could be 

aaid of Rgypt, there was a tendency for the Egyptian RIs to be larger. 

Israel's graph is somttwhat similar in its pattern of asymmetry 

to the others, with only jne positive-positive association — with 

Jordan, as described earlier.  In fact, only Jordan and the U.S.A. 

seem singled out for attention as these are the only two with whom she 

appeered excessively involved. On the other hand, many nations sermed 

involved with her — India, Cuba, Egypt, Poland, being those relatively 

more Involved. 

Somewhat similar patterns of asymmetry sre to be found in the 

Cuba and Indonesia grsphs, though in Indonesia's case, there are 

two relatively strong symmetric relationships, with Burma snd Brstil. 

If we reflect on this sec of nations with relatively strong 

ssyasetriee (Egypt, the United Kingdom, Israel, Cubs sod lodonsals), 

with the aception of the United Kingdom (because of its small 

msRnitudes of tls), it would probably be fair to ssy thst thsy were 
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under great effective stress — either of their own will or by others 

— to alter their national policies and place in »orld politics. 

With the decline of her colonial empire, this could alto be said of 

the United Kingdom; but the graph indicates that such stress is 

relatively weak as compared with that laid on Egypt and the others. 

The fact that the graphs accord well with histories1 reflections 

simply means that the quantitative analysis is doing the Job ~t was 

designed to do. Nevertheless, despite the results, Jordan ought also 

to be subject to the same generalization, which Indicates once again 

the need for greater refinements in the data analysis. 

As mentioned in the discussion of goodness of fit, one way of 

quantifying the notion of asyasetry men  systematically Chan counting 

numbers of positive-negative HI pairs and positive-positive pairs (or 

t-qulvalentlv negative-negative pairs) is through correlation and 

regression snalysis. Svimnctry implies a perfect linear correlation 

with a b-coefficient of 1.0, i.e., RI. - 0 -f 1.0RI  . Asyaactry 

thus depart« in terms of both the strength of the correlation and tne 

direction of the association.  In the asymmetric graphs discussed, we 

might expect a negative b-coefficient; but a weak correlation coupled 

with such a negative b-value would indicate neither symmetry nor 

aaywstry but rather the absence of any pattern at all. 

Assuming that the strength and magnitude of asymmetry adequately 

measure the effective strass toward change in national policy, we 

would expect nations exhibiting most stress to be centers cf dOMaCic 

and International conflict. Furthermore, we would project two long- 

term trends in such nations' behavior and soclo-ecologlcal systems: 
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(1) the relatively asymmetric nations either alter others or their 

own behavior towards symmetry; (2) they alter others or their own 

soclo-ecologlcal systems gradually to bring about a balance between 

•oclc-eccloglcal and policy-directing forces, or alter their overall 

patterns of Involvement In the direction of the soclo-ecologlcally 

expected.  These generalizations will be discussed In the summary to 

this section. 

A. 3. Activity and Isolation 

In terms of their action towards others, the U.S.A., India, and 

the Netherlands seem the least artlve of the fourteen nations selected 

for study, with 9-10 negative RIJJS- While the Netherlands al.o has 

the distinction In this sample of having the most negative-negative 

RIs (7), the behavior of the U.S.A. and India suggests similar features. 

All three of them have only three positive-positive RI -RI  pairs 

each.  Relative to Its soclo-ecologlcal expectations, the U.S.A. has 

mutually greater — though not by much — Involvements with India, the 

U.S.S.R., and the Netherlands.  The first two are understandable in 

terms of global strategy; but the latter evades a simple reflection. 

Ue have noted that the Cuba-Netherlands KIs are positive and reasonably 

symmetric, as well as the U.S.A.-Netherlands RIs.  It is conceivable 

that the Netherlands is providing an indirect linkage between the 

U.S.A. and Cuba, but this speculation requires detailed data to confirm. 

India's other positiv«; RIs arc with Jordan and China, and most strongly 

wit i Israel (though this is not reciprocated for Israel's RI to India 
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is negative).  India was Indeed stirred to action by Indian-Chinese 

border disputes, as by the continuing Mid-East turmoil.  In general, 

the few positive RIs which these relatively undcractlve nations have 

seem amenable to explanation. 

Israel, though It has but two positive RIs toward others, 

clearly requires separate treatment. It is highly likely that Israel 

shows this pattern because of her Intense military and diplomatic 

efforts directed towards Jordan and the other Mid-East states. Because 

of the great Imbalance In her diplomatic activity, the general summing 

without special weighting of all types of International activity 

probably causes her graph (Figure 11) to be ill-represented in the 

extreme. 
i 

On the positive side, Burma and China show the largest number 

of positive RIs (and among the largest; see Figures 5 and 6). The 

graphs seem quite different, however, for while it appears that the 

large RIs are towards Burma, China's large RIs are self-generated, 

towards others. This contrasts with a nation, Durma, which generates 

Interest but has relatively little interest in others, though the 

comparison should not be overdrawn. 

Though the China and Burma pa'terns do not describe asymmetries 

in the ser.se of many positive-negative RI..-RI.. combinations, they do 

have the largest asymmetries (in magnitude) in the graphs.  In 

particular, the China-Burma, China-Jordan and Burma-Brazil asymmetries 

are truly extreme. The Chinese interest in Burma certainly Includes 
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the presence historically of trade ties [which in 1963 had very large 

Savage-Deutsch relative acceptance (RA) indices; but as these ties 

were fairly symmetric, at least supplementary explanations are 

29 
required]. '  The China-Jordan asymmetry may essentially consist of 

propaganda, but detailed data would be necessary to confirm this. 

Similarly, in the absence of any recorded trade between Burma and 

Brazil, precisely what transactions caused the strong Burma-Brazil 

relative involvement indices and the strong asymmetry in them remains 

to be uncovered. 

B. Theoretic d Problems Related to Relative Involvement Indices 

We have examined a few national patterns of global involvement; 

and throughout the need for more precision was made manifest. More 

detailed studies of international behavior should go a long way to 

making the usefulness of this method far greater.  However, more 

fundamental developments in the method itself can also be suggested. 

Among these developments, the following should be investigated: 

(1) developing purely theoretical models of the potential impact of 

socio-ecological conditions on behavioral patterns; (2) relations 

between relative and absolute magnitude of deviations in behavior from 

expectations; and (3) policy dynamics. 

29 
The China-Burma RA was 12.4 and Burma-China, 10.0.  For 

further discussion, see Chadwick, Deutsch, and Savage, Regionalism, 
Trade, and International Community (forthcoming). 
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B.l.  Socio-Ecologlcal Models 

We may be underrating the impact of policy on international 

transaction patterns through the present approach.  It is perfectly 

possible that ethnic diversity and foreign students, as variables 

characterizing in part the makeup of national populations, did so well 

in estimating the magnitude of national involvement because (1) policy 

defines the borders of nations and can alter the ethnic composition 

of nations, (2) international policy activity certainly alters the 

number of foreign students In any given nation. Certainly the 

number and composition of foreign students in the United States and 

the Soviet Union reflect their pattern of cooperative activities 

(or, indirectly, their coercive activities) in world politics. And 

Ijrael certainly has affected her own ethnic composition.  Thus, it 

may be that these variables effectively act as surrogates for the 

policy activity itself — at least to some extent. 

In this context, we should also ask: has the impact of other 

national attributes on behavior been masked by the relative grossness 

of the magnitude index? In the study of trade flows, for example, 

Linnemann has found he could account for international trade, or 

sixty-four per cent of its variance, in terms of gross national 

product, population size, and port-to-port distances between trading 

in 2 
partners.   Trade was a component of the m.. and the variables 

Linneman used were effectively included, even in their multiplicative 

30Han8 J. Linnranann, An Econometric Study of International 
Trade Flows (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Company, 1966). 
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,, 2 
form,  yet they showed no significant association to the m^ terms. 

Similarly, Rummel found size ("power") measures and the distance to 

32 
be associated with the magnitude of conflict,  and these also were 

9 
included in the a*    terms.  It ma^. be that the grossness of the m^ 

tp.rms themselves accent the effect of those attributes most 

sensitive to policy decisions.  If so, then the more detailed sorts 

33 
of analyses (such as Van Atta and Rummel'a ) point in the correct 

analytic direction, though not with an optimal model. 

These observations lead to the conclusion that far more effort 

should be undertaken to devise specific substantive models linking 

subsets of national attributes to subsets of national behavior, both 

as regards the implications for the relative magnitudes of involvement 

and as regards the mix of specific activities for which the set of 

attributes are relevant. Similarly, we must come to grips in an 

empirical fashion with the problem of analytically representing 

concrete policy systems — not idv-alized as in game theory or 

idealized through the myopia of inside-dopesterism, or idealized 

31Linnemann, ibid.  Both Linnemann and Rummel have used such 
variables as GNP in their logarithmic form, Linnemann to linearize 
his multiplicative model with unknown exponents, and Rummel to normalize 
data distributions (bring in extreme outliers such as the U.S.A.). While 
the data were not put into logarithmic form in the present study <-f°llo}f- 
ing current DON Project usage), the. multiplicative components in (4), the 
x x products, are present for each of the attribute factors; and one of 

the factors covered ("size") had GNP and population loaded heavily on it. 
Thus the regression coefficient associated with that factor could be 
(roughly) interpreted as an average exponent coefficient for these specific 

attributes. 

Rummel, 1965 (o£. cit.). 

33 
Van Atta and Rummel, ££. cit. 
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through the stimulus-deprived environments of two or three variable 

experiments. The results obtained through the socio-ecological model 

in section three are in fact, crmpared with the empirical studies 

already cited, not especially oucstanding, b \t  about on a par in 

terms of variance accounted for. The only claim to attention which 

the present empirical work has lies within the self-evaluative and 

self-correcting context of the general cybernetic orientation shown 

in Figure 1, above. For this cybernetic orientation directs us to 

examining as critically the methods and substance of the modeling 

context as the testing context. The need for further development 

of soclo-ecological models, for example, is not stressed by the 

apparently good results achieved in the regression analysis conducted; 

but from the quality of the results, i.e., the specific variables 

which turned out to account for behavior, as compared with those 

which did not (which should have, given others' empirical studies). 

Until such time as the questions raised here are investigated with 

dynamic models (with regard to the time-lagged relationships between 

specific behaviors and such attributes as foreign student population 

and ethnic composition) and more detailed exploration of specific 

types of behavior (such as threats, measured in terms of their 

relative magnitude as well as frequency), the development of a true 

policy science of international behavior can hardly be said to have 

begun. If this seems a harsh remark to non-quantitative policy 

scientists or to quantitative behavioral scientists, it need only 

■ 
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be noted that there are few whose work could be charactar'-^ ' a* 

34 
quantitative behavioral policy science. 

B.2.  Relative and Absolute Departures from Socio-Ecologically 

Expected Behavior. 

To characterize policy effects in terms of relative departures 

for the socio-ecologically probable behavior may not be adequate. We 

have taken deviations from expectations per unit expectation because 

of the intuitive appeal of the relativistic argument. This argument 

is simply that a small absolute departure in transactions from a 

behavioral expectation that is small may represent a more significant 

policy decision than a small departure from a large expectation. Con- 

sider the case of international trade and the impact of a policy decision 

as regards a tariff. Two large powers may not be as significantly 

affected by such a decision, say on a commodity such as rice, as two 

small powers. 

This viewpoint of relative effect of a policy decision has its 

disadvantages, however.  For one, it treats each nation as an individual 

analytic unit. Thus the fact that a large power may contain a small 

faction as much affected by a tariff decision as the large faction in 

a small power is not considered.  Furthermore, that the large power may 

act in a decision arena with no greater or lesser magnitude than 

■ 

appropriate to the absolute size of the relevant faction is not 

A first approximation to such a policy science is exemplified 
by Bruce M. Russett, What Price Vigilance? The Burdens of Mational 
Defense, N'ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1970. 
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35 
considered.  It has in fact been suggested by Firestone  to treat each 

nation in this manner; that is, to weight it within a behavioral arena 

according to the relative sizes of their subpopulations actively 

interested in the policy implications of the behavior. Performing 

these operations on population and other relevant national attributes, 

and then examining the implications of these attributes for national 

behavior taken in absolute quantities, might make the absolute deviations 

from these quantities the most interesting statistics for policy 

analysis.  Moreover, Van Atta and Rummel's finding that they were able 

to substantially improve their prediction of behavior, through the field 

theory by taking separate regressions on each nation's specific dyads 

might be accounted for by this explanation.  For what they did was control 

for each nation's "uniqueness" as regards their distribution of national 

attributes, and then examined each behavioral factor through a series 

36 
of canonical regressions.   Thus we see, as through a glass darkly, the 

probability of fruitfully pursuing substantive models of "linkage politics" 

and "permeability" concepts through more substantively quantitative 

models. 

Another sort of norming might be fruitfully Investigated: dividing 
■ 

a difference between a behavioral expectation and actual level of trans- 

actions by the absolute magnitude of all the deviations associated with a 

given sender, receiver, or both in a global system. The point to carrying 

out yet another such data manipulation Is to arrive at an index of 

37 
relative policy effect or relative coordination.   The deviations from 

— 

Firestone, personal communication. Summer, 1968. 
36 
Van Atta and Rummel, 0£. cit. 

37Chadwick, 1970 (o£. cit.). 

/ 
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socio-ecological expectation may be summed (taken in their absolute 

values) for any nation's received or sent behavior (or both simultaneously), 

which would Indicate the total magnitude of effect of Its own and others 

efforts to alter behavior from soclo-ecologlcal expectations. By taking 

the proportion of this magnitude accounted for by any one Interaction 

partner, we arrive at a measure of relative Impact or coordination of a 

policy type, either Imposed by others or by the specific sender or 

receiver of the transactions.  In fact. If done In conjunction with 

re-evaluatlng attributes relative to specific policy arenas, such 

Indices of relative policy effect vould hfive fairly direct interpret- 

ations of the most substantive sort. 

B.3. Policy Dynamics 

With the discussion of suitable modifications of the methodology 

for policy analysis, we have reached the point where most future research 

should, in this cybernetic viewpoint, be directed. The theoretical 

scaffolding roughly developed in this paper has one fundamental goal: 

to initiate a far deeper quantitative and empirical Incursion into 

applied and theoretical policy science literature, than has heretofore 

taken place.  If social scientists are to make useful their empirical 

research to policy planning and development in a manner that is not 

intrinsically biased in favor of one or another policy decision, It is 

vital that soclo-ecologlcal effects be analytically distinguished from 

policy effects in observable transactions, communications and other 

interaction matrices. The development of soclo-ecologlcal madels can 
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not occur without simultaneous development of models of policy dynamics, 

i.e., about the self-regulatory, autonomous feedback processes represented 

in Figure 1. While the "cerebral" viewpoint has often been taken in the 

policy literature, the sad fact is that ha dly a shred of quantified 

empirical data has been systematically analyzed to provide people on the 

applied policy firing line with the fundamental equivalent of engineering 

tools and information.  The term "social engineer" has more in coanon with 

Asiraov's "psycho-historians" than any real consultants or advisors to any 

government on Earth.38 It is, therefore, no wonder that in our ago of 

massive and rapid social experimentation and large-scale socio-ecologlcal 

problems, the very science from which should come the intellectual tools 

for application, is among the least able or willing to do so. In fact, In 

their haste to become relevant, some ayant garde social scientists have 

mistaken Insignificant scientific development of a policy science for 

39 
inevitable impossibility and become openly anti-scientific.   This orient- 

ation can have but one effect if eventually overpowering: to cause social 

science as an entire discipline to become pure and sluple political 

advocacy. 

We have proposed in this paper some simple analytic distinctions 

and concepts to be made operational» and suggested in a practlca-application 

38l8aac Asimov, Foundation (New York:  Doubleday and Company, 1951). 

39See, for example, Marvin Surkin, "Sense and Nonsense in Politics," 
PS, Vol. II, No. 4 (Fall, 1969), pp. 573-581, esp. p. 577, last two 
paragraphs.  While I find Surkin's discontent with the state of political 
scientists' political behavior justifiable, I believe he took a giant step 
in the wrong direction by confusing scientific objectivity In social 
systems modeling and validation norms with the traditional mind/body, 
rational/irrational, and subjective/objective dualistic philosophical 
concepts.  For an alternative view, see Chadwick, IVl  (o£. clt}. 
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how specific model development may be undertaken. Ue have not indicated 

in a similar empirical vein the outlines of a model of policy dynamics. 

That is a next and most difficult step in future research. 
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APPENDIX OME 

LIST OF 94 NATIONAL ATTRIBUTES, CIRCA 1963. 

FROH THE DDttUSIOMALITY OF NATIONS PROJECT 
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VARIABLE COÜKS & PROBLEM NfMBERS 
1963 /TTRIBIT» SPACE 

Analysis 
Nuabsr Variable 

1 ttlephonas/populatlon 
2 agrlculcural population/population 
3 entrsy consuaptlon/populatlon 
4 lllltarataa/populatlon 10 vaara of apa or oldor 
5 CT/populatlon 
6 population x anaritv production 
7 national incoM 
8 population 
9 UN assasss^nt/total UN aaaaasaant 
10 dafana« axpandltura 
11 Entlish cltlas cranalatad/foraiitn titlaa 

tranalatad 
12 bloc Basfearship 
13 US aid racai<*ad/L'SSP. and US aid racaived 
14 fraadosi of opposition , 
13 IPC and IBRD subscription/(CNP)<'par capita 
16 accusation* 
17 killed in foralpn violanct 
18 Military action or not 
19 protasts 
2" killad In doaastic violence 
21 riots 
22 purges 
23 damastration« 
26 Posun Catliolica/population 
23 sir distance fro« U.S. 
26 Mdicina SCO/'.iCO 
27 aehssssdors expelled or recalled 
28 dlvorcss/aarrlsftes 
29 populstion/national land srea 
30 arable land/total land area 
31 national ares 
32 rosd length/national area 
33 railroad IcnRth/natiooal area 
36 raliaions 
33 lasiierants/alitranta 
36 svaraM rainfall 
37 «eahcrship of Isrpeit rsllglon/ncoulsiIm. 
38 dvellinps with running v<iter/dwellings 
39 foroiftn col lone students/collepe students 
60 ■eabership in Hautrsl bloc 

Variable 
Variable List 

Code Number* 

TEL-PC (11) 
SA-POP (3) 
ENC-PC (83) 
ILLITE (10) 
CNP-PC (23) 
EXPP (63) 
NX (29a) 
POPVLA (18) 
»a-UN (190) 
DEFEXP (60) 

E/TRSL (206) 
BLOC (198) 
US/AID (202) 
TOTAL1 (65) 
TPC/GP (162) 
ACCUSA (136) 
r-KILL (157) 
HILACT (152) 
PROTST (U7) 
T)-EILL (U6) 
PIOTS (141) 

(140) 
DEWNS (143) 
:CATH (123) 
U$-0i9 (210) 
YQ}f.r. (195) 
Pl-AKB (149) 
mv-'iR (104) 
KISITT (17) 
*A"APL (43) 
AREA (41) 
RI)S-KM (108) 
RR-RI (HO) 
HtLCRP (90) 
IM/l+E (216) 
RAIN (45) 
RCRP/P (91) 
"D-WTR (103) 
rST/ST (222) 
NriTRL (200) 

•The«r nunter« refer to the "236 Variable Revised List of 
Varlablea and Indices," Dinensionsllcy of NsCions Pro)ect, 1963. 

—■• •■■■■•aBi 
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Analysi» 
Wwbr VarUbl« M— 

41 •(• of countrv 
42 religious titU« publlshvd/book titltt 
43 X Incrtas« In national incomft  Increase In 

population 
44 ««igrantt/populatton 
4)  seaborne toods/CNp 
46 law NOO/UOO 
47 unaaploved/ecoooalcally active population 
48 leadlnp export/«xporta 
49 lanftuages 
90 aeeberahip of larpeet language grouo/population 
51 ethnic groups 
52 econoaic aid received 
53 tachalcal aaaiatance received 
34 ftoeemaent education expenditures/govenwent 

expenditures 
55 percent population with 50Z of lend 
56 deelre for affiliation 
57 fcaele workere/econonlcally active 
58 ■llitary treaciea/treaties 
59 exporta/QfP 
60 dealre for achievement 
61 foreign «all sent/forelpn «mil 
62 ii^orcs/trade 
63 coat of livinn Index 
64 calories consuswd siious calories reeul red/calories 

reeuired 
65 proteins/calories 
66 Vuaslan titlaa trans lated/foreIKP tit lea 

tranalated 
67 riiitarv peraonnel/population 
68 balance of investnent/gold stock 
69 political partlea 
70 arta and culture HCO/NGO 
71 coMMiniat party neaberahlp/populatlon 
72 poverment expenditure/CNP 
73 rsonarchv or not 
74 priaacy (of largest city) neaaura 
75 pupils in prlnarv achool/primary school tk*chers 
76 legality of government change 
77 largeat ethnic group membership/population 
78 UN dellnquencles/essesssMnt 
79 balance of pavMnts/gold stock 
80 balance of Investments 
81 system style (0 • non-mob11lastlone1; 1 - Halted 

mobllltatlonal; 2 a moblllzatlonal) 
82 conatitutional atatua (0 ■ totalitarian: 1 ■ 

authoritarian; 2 ■ conatitutional) 

Variable 
Variable List 

Code Nuaber 

NATACE (59) 
RKL/TI (120) 

«I/P (31) 
KHC/PP (215) 
SC/CKP (118) 
UU/lJC (192) 
JUNEKP (33) 
EX/EPT (229) 
Lwr-Rp (94) 
LCRP/P (95) 
ETHGRP (92) 
AlDRVn (160) 
D-T8 (168) 

XE-CVT (37) 
P-50X (35) 
K-APPI (133) 
W/WKS (127) 
MT/TRE (172) 
EP/CHP (228) 
N-ACHV (132) 
MSfT/M (180) 
IP/TRD (225) 
P-INDX (28) 

CAL-PC (50) 
PR/CAL (49) 

R/TRSL (205) 
MIL/PP (62) 
BOT/GO (234) 
PARTYS (78) 
/jrr/HC (188) 
CCH/PP (130) 
CUT-PC (76) 
MDNARC (129) 
PRIMa (21) 
PLP-PT (38) 
UVTRA (72) 
rr.Rp/p (93) 
ÜNDE/C (189) 
BOP/CO (227) 
IKVBAL (233) 

STYLE 

CONST1 

r.LECTO 

y 
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Analytic 
Nuwb»r 

{'3 

Variable 

Variable 
Variable  List 

Code   Nuaber 

elercoral eyetea (0 - non-coapatitlv«; 1 - 
partially competitive; 2 ■ coapetltlve) 

84 political leadership (0 ■ elitist; 1 - aoderately 
alitiat; 2 - oon-alitiat) 

85 horliontal power dlatributlon (0 ■ negligible; 
1 • limited; 2 • «ignificant) 

86 nllltary participation (0 - neutral; 1 ■ supportive 
2 - Interventlve) 

87 bureaucracy (0 - traditional;  1 ■ ■aMi-flwdarn; 
2  -   modern) 

88 factor ecorea on firat 1963 UN voting dlnenalon 
89 factor acorao on aecood 1963 UN voting dlaenelon 
90 factor acoroa on third 1963 UN voting dlaanalon 
91 cenaoreblp ecore 
92 radial aaaaura of nation*a capital 
93 latitudinal aaaaura of nation's capital 
96 longitudinal aaaaura of nation's capital 

ELECTO 

LEADER 

POWDIS 

MILPAR 

BUREAU 
UNFi 
UNFj 
UNF3 
CENSOR 
CEOC X 
GEOC T 
CEOC Z 
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APPENDIX TWO 

LIST OF 56 NATIONAL BEHAVIORS, CIRCA 1963, 

FROM THE DIMENSIONALITY OF NATIONS PROJECT 
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RANDOM SAMPLE LIST 1963 

Analysis 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

22 

23 
24 

Variable Name 

Economic Aid A-HB 
Relative Economic Aid A-*-B 
Treaties A-^B 
Relative Treaties A*-»-B 
Official Visits A-^B 
Co-particlpatlon In Intl. Conferences A-*-»-B 
Export of Books and Magazines A-H5 
Relative Export of Books p.nd  Magazines A->-b 
Book Translations A of R 
Relative Book Translations A of B 
Military Violence F3 A«-»-B 
Negative Communications Fj A+-B 

Variable 
Variable  List 

Code   Number 

Negative Sanctions F5 A-+-B 
Anti-Foreign Violence F2 
Warning and Defensive Beh. F^ 
Total Conflict A-*-B 
Conflict Incidence A>B 
Conflict Allies A-^B 
Military Treaties A-«-*-B 
Relative Military Treaties A B 
Weighted Distance on Major Related Dimensions of liN 

Voting A+-+-B 
Unweighted Distance on Major Rotated Dimensions of 

UN Voting A-H+.B 
Distance on First Rotated Dimension UN Voting A-«->B 
Distance on Second Rotated Dimension of UN Voting 

A^-B 
25 Distance on Third Rotated Dimension of UN Voting 

A^B 
26 Tourists A-^B 
27 Relative Tourists A-H8 
28 Tourists (A->-B)/A,8 population, A+B 
29 Emigrants A+B 
30 Relative Emigrants A-»B 
31 Emigrants (A->-B)/A,s population, A-+-B 
32 Students A>B 
33 Relative Students A-H5 
34 Exports A-»-B 
35 Relative Exports A-»-B 
36 Exports (A-^/A's GNP 
37 Largest Commodity Export A+B/A's Export, A-+B 
38 Ingergovtl. Organizations (ICO) A«-vB 
39 Relative IGO A«-»-B 
40 Nongovtl. International Organizations (NGO) A*-*-B 
41 Relative NGO A*-*-B 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

(10) 

(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(26) 
(29) 
(30) 

(31) 

(32) 
(33) 

(34) 

(35) 
(38> 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
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Variable 

Analysis Variable  List 
Number                Variable Name Code   Number 

42 N-IGO ■ IGO/Total of A's Comemberships (54) 
43 N-NGO - NGO/Total of A's Comembership (55) 
44 Embassy and Legation A->-B = 1, non • 0 (58) 
45 Relative Diplomatic Representation (Embassy or 

Legation A-*-B) (59) 
46 Diplomats Sent A-»-B (60) 
47 Relative Diplomats A+B (61) 
48 Telephone Communication Linkages A-«->-B (63) 
U*) Time Since on Opposite Sides of War A»->B (66) 
J0  Time Since on Same Side of War A-*-+ü (67) 
51 A has lost, and not regained territory to B since 

1900 - 1, no - 0, A-HB (68) 
52 A once a colony, territory, or part of homeland of B         (69) 
53 Joint independence (Independence of A and B predates 

1946 - 1, no * 0) (70) 
54 Common Bloc llembersbip A*->-B ■ 2; Different = 1; 

Opposing =0 (71) 
55 Bloc Position Index A+-*-B (72) 
56 Military Alliances A+-+B = 1, no = 0 (73) 

_ 

■■■ 

. 
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APPENDIX THREE 

TESTS OF THE ESTIMATION OF NATIONAL BEHAVIOR 

BETWEEN NATION-PAIRS (DYADS) FROM INFERENCES FROM A VERSION 

OF RUMMEL'S FIELD THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

Outline of Procedure 

Instead of the procedure outlined in Figure 3 of the text, the 

alternative procedure was followed. The variables were standardized. 

I.e., each of the 56 dyadic behavior measurements listed In Appendix 

Two. In this 56 dimensional space, the s^ure of the magnitude of each 

directed dyad (l,j) was computed, according to the following formula: 

2    2     2        2 
"ij ■8ljl + 8lj2 + --- ^56 ' 

where 8iJk Is the standard score of I's behavior to j with respect 

to variable k, It-1,2,... ,56. 

This method was used In preference to the procedure of calculating 

an Intermediate factor solution because the Intermediate steps at best 

2 
reproduce the m^ terms, and at worst remove much of the variance in 

behavior from its pouslble contribution to the net magnitude of activity. 

For example, using the varimax criterion for rotation in conjunction with 
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an eigenvalue In the vicinity of unity (though not precisely; see Van Atta 

and Ruramel, cited in the notes to the text), two effects emerge which are 

undesirable in this context:  (1) the variance not in common (l-communalityk) 
2 

k-1,2 56) is removed altogether from its contribution to n^,; (2) unless 

each factor score is effectively weighted by the contribution made by the 

2 
factor to accounting for the common variance, the m  values would become 

over much a function of the behaviors in the smallest clusters (factors 

accounting for the least variance). 

Once the selection of the derived data had taken place, the 

regressions using the models described in (2) and (A) of the text were 

made. Diagram 1 shows the results in terms of per cent variance 

cumulatively explained in the step-wise regression process used (number 

of variables entered against cumulative per cent variance explained, 

showing cut-off points for F-ratio test of significant contribution in 

addition to the amount of variance already explained). As can be seen, 

the results are substantially different. 

The regression coefficients for the significant factors contribut- 

ing to the mj dependent variable were then checked for consistency with 

the field theory prediction, as explained in the text (section two). 

These results are shown in Table 1; and as can be seen were, with some 

unimportant exceptions, not supportive of the theory. 

■■   ■ 

■■■■■■'■■ 
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Notes  to  Table  1 

1.   Factors  in Model  B refer  to the hypothetical factor  components  of 
Model A.     These  are  related to  each other  as  follows: 

'W2 2 
X. 

i 
x.x. 

1 J 

2 
X. 

J 

1 
2 

1 
4 

2 
5 

3 
6 

3 7 8 9 
4 10 11 12 
5 13 14 15 
6 
7 
8* 
9 

16 
19 
22 
25 

17 
20 
23 
26 

18 
21 
24 
27 

10 28 29 30 
11 31 32 33 

f 34 
37 

35 
38 

36 
39 

t 40 
43 

41 
44 

42 
45 

16 
T7 

46 
49 

47 
50 

48 
51 

18 S2 53 54 
19 55 56 57 
20 58 59 60 

i 61 62 63 
64 65 66 

Model A _ _ _ -Model  B--- 

where the x.   and x.   refer  to factor  scores   o£ nation i and j  on the 
factors   given by tht factor  analytics  of 107  nations  and 94 attributes 
for  1963,   which generated twenty-two factors.     The factors   under- 
line    are those which made a  significant  contribution (F-test <j. 05) 
to the variance  explained in sep-iate  regressions  using first the 
22  factor in their Model A  representation,   then the  66  factor components 
in their Model  B  representation.     Thus  Model A  factor  12  accounted for 
a  significant amount of variance in the  squared magnitude of behavior, 
and in each of its  three  component representations  (Model P   34,35,36). 

2. This  is  the percent variance  contributed by  each factor  component 
of Model B,   as  previously diagrammed in  Diagram  1 of this  appendix. 

3. This  is the b-coefficient of the  corresponding Model B factor, 
obtained from the  Model B  regression;  the  estimate  shown is  the 
one from ths  13th step,   i.e.,   the  one at which no more  additional 
explained variance  could be added above the   .05   "noise"  leve?. 
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4. This  is  the  standard  error of the  corresponding  b-coefficient. 

5. This   is  the critical value  (b*)   relevant for testing whether  Model 
A  produced an  estimate  of Model B within the   . 05   "noise"  level. 
For  exa nple: 

.025 

b-estimate=2. 51 
(from  Model A) (from  Model  B) 

here  Model B factor  36  has  a b-coefficient of 5. 30 with a  standard 
error  of 0.59;   Model A produced a b-estimate  of 2.51.     Wai  model 
A  right in its prediction?     We ask   ourself the traditional question 
of whether  it is   "not false, " and apply the traditional criterion of 
.05,   i.e.,   whether the probability  of it having  come from the  same 
population as  the Model B coefficient is  greater  than  .05.     If it is 
less,   we  reject it.     Model B (our   "null" model)   gives  us  a  b=5. 30 
and  Sä=C.59.      We use a two-tail test on the probable  sampling 
distribution of the  b-coefficient because  Model A  may  givo us  a 
sample value  either  greater or  less  than the Model B coelficient, 
thus we must find a b*  (actually two b*s,   one  for  either  side  of the 
b-coefficient of Model  B;  only  one  is   shown as we know  Model A 
results  already)   such that the probability to the  left is  half of .05, 
i.e.,   .025.      Using the normal distribution,   a b* must have an 
associated  z =1.96,   thus* 

4.41 =  b*  =  5.30  -   1.96(0.59)  =  b -   z  ncs.e. 
. 05 

As  the b-estimate of Model A  (2.51)  is   less  than b*  (4.14),   Model A 
is   rejected as  having correctly  estimated Model  B's  b-coefficient. 

6. This   is  the factor number from the factor  analysis  of 94 attributes 
across   107  nations  for 1963;   see  Diagram  1 of this  appendix for 
percents  of variance accounted for by  each of magnitude of involvement. 

7. This  is  the b-coefficient derived from the multiple  regression (step-wise) 
of the  Model A factors   (in their  squared difference form)  against 
squared magnitudea  of involvement,   as  discussed in the text. 

8. This  is  the  result of tests  describea in fn.  5,   supra.   Thus,   since 
Model A's   estimate  of the Model B coefficient for  factor  component 
36 fell short of the  critical b-value of 4.14,   it was   rejected. 

■-"■"'•T~---™--—"-- 
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9 The  factor comparable to this   Model A  factor was  composed of 
'  factor  score products  (i.e..   x.x ).   hence,   following the   imphcations 

of equations   (3)  and  (4)  in the^xt.   the  Model A  coefficient was 
multiplied by two and its   sign  reversed.      Thus,   for e^mple.   the 
Model A  coefficient e8timate  shown for  Model A   facto.   0 Umlntti 
two times  that  used in comparison with  factor  18  (us..   -4.29 

became +8. 58). 

10 As  the  corresponding Model A  factors  did not contribute  significantly 
to the variance  accounted for by the Model  B factors,   these  comparxsons 
were judged not useful or particularly important to make. 

11.   As  the corresponding Model B factors  did not contribute to a 
significant amount  of additional explained variance in magnitude  of 
involvement,   a comparison with Model A  factors was was  J^ged not 
useful or important to make.   It  should also  be  noted that the Model 
A  factors which made  "significant" contributions  to variance  explained 
in these instances  did not contribute to more  than about one percent 
of variance  each  (as  can also be  said about the Model f factors 
which contributed  "significant" amounts  of variance  explained where 
Model A did not);   thus  these judgments  to compare or not  to compare 
are themselves   of no  substantial interest. 
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APPENDIX FOUR 

TABLE OF DYADIC EXPEJTED, ACTUAL, 

AND RESIDUAL VALUES FROM APPLICATION OF EQ. (4) 
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Table 2.  List of Residual s and .'telativ G Involvemen t_ 

Mi,). Indices 

m2 A2 m?J - A2 RI.. 
U miJ ij   iJ ij 

Case Actual nstinated Residual Index 

(1)  BRA-»- i Bur. 6.07 -0.42 6.49 15.54 

2 CH:J 7.80 15.32 -7.52 -0.49 

3 CUB 7.07 5.49 1.57 0.29 

4 EGP 3.96 15.98 -12.03 -0.75 

5 1*1) 2.30 11.75 -9.45 -0.81 

6 HIS 5.17 -3.81 8.93 2.35 

7 ISR 4.77 7.62 -2.85 -0.37 

8 JOR 7.34 3.34 -1.00 -0.12 

9 .JTH 7.55 7.97 -0.42 -0.05 

10 POL 3.15 2.22 0.93 0.42 

11 USR 9.31 17.07 -7.76 -0.45 

12 IK« 9.04 17.42 -8.37 -0.48 

13 USA 82.03 52.60 30.24 0.57 

(2)  BUR-*- 14 BRA 4.58 -1.32 5.90 4.48 

15 CHN 7.70 4.27 3.42 0.80 

16 CUB 5.39 6.18 -0.79 -0.1. 

17 EGP 8.42 9.41 -0.99 -0.10 

18 IND 13.32 10.96 2.35 0.21 

19 INS 9.32 -4.56 13.88 3.04 

20 ISR 7.24 6.04 1.20 0.20 

21 JOR 6.81 -4.57 11.38 2.49 

22 NTH 5.44 3.61 1.82 0.50 

23 POL 5.23 0.82 4.41 5.36 

24 USR 6.21 15.09 -8.88 -0.59 

25 UNK 43.45 35.73 7.72 0.22 

26 USA 
27 BRA 

13.61 
6.74 

54.95 -41.34 -0.75 

(3)  CHN-»- 10.52 -3.78 -0.36 

23 BUR 6.00 0.37 5.63 15.05 

29 CUB 7.40 3.67 3.73 1.02 

30 EGP 18.53 11.58 7.00 0.60 

31 I WD 18.30 9.97 8.33 0.84 

32 INS 6.85 2.40 4.49 1.87 

33 ISR 2.55 7.74 -5.IS -0.67 

34 JOR 5.53 0.50 5.03 10.15 

35 NTH 6.57 4.45 2.12 0.48 

36 POL 6.04 4.36 1.68 0.39 

37 USR 31.62 11.46 20.16 1.76 

38 UNK 6.38 22.66 -16.28 -0.72 

39 USA 
■ 40 BRA 

24.70 57.24 -32.55 -0.57 

(4)  CUB-^ 8.13 5.33 2.80 0.53 

41 BUB 5.67 6.92 -1.24 -0.18 

42 CHN 10.54 8.31 2.23 0.27 

43 EGP 3.04 5.44 -2.39 -0.44 

.....    ■ ■■ ■ 
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m?. •* m?    - (ft2 m 
ij iJ IJ        ij i.l 

Case AcCual '^stinatod \e.sidual Index 

44 INI) 3.89 15.05 -11.16 -0.74 
45 INS 5.10 8.66 -3.56 -0.41 
46 ISK 2.32 0.52 1.30 3.48 
47 J0r( 5.12 5.99 -;}.87 -0.15 
48 NTH 7.95 -2.19 10.14 <*.U 
49 POL 3.26 9.95 -1.70 -0.17 
50 LSR 31.30 12.18 19.12 1.57 
51 UM 9.53 27.75 -id.n -0.65 
52 L'SA 65.36 62.41 2.94 0.05 

(5) HG?-* 53  BXA 4.31 4.33 -0.52 -0.11 
54 BUS 5.46 -0.04 6.31 7.64 
55 CH:; 4.11 5.23 -1.12 -0.21 
56 CUB 2.16 -5.55 7.72 1.39 
57 IND 5.77 5.30 9.47 0.09 
58 INS 4.47 -4.58 9.05 1.98 
59  ISR 33.23 7.73 25.49 3.30 
60 JOR 7.44 14.01 -6.57 -9.47 
61   .>iTH 5.06 7.35 -2.29 -0.31 
62 POL 2.04 1.94 0.10 0.05 
63 ÜSR 13.81 13.39 9.42 0.03 
64 UNK 15.36 25.86 -10.50 -0.41 
65 USA 16.14 44.39 -28.75 -0.64 

(o) I.,i>* 66 Bru 2.55 6.71 ' -4.16 -0.62 
67  EUR 6.78 6.83 -9.05 -0.01 
68 CIL; 32.66 9.73 22.92 2.35 
69 CUB 2.63 10.13 -7.55 -0,74 
70 EGP 3.86 11.42 -3.56 -0.66 
71  US 6.57 19.77 -13.20 -9.67 
72  ISR 7.67 1.51 6.16 4.03 
73 JOR 3.43 1.93 1.44 0.73 
74 ,:TH 5.06 12.12 -7.06 -0.53 
75 POL 3.51 5.49 -1.93 -0.36 
76 USk 3.54 13.04 -9.49 -0.73 
77  L1ll( 16.97 26.61 -9.64 -0.36 
73  LJSA 

IJS* 7() B;;A 

97.39 
5.41 

67.27 39.12 0.45 
(7) -2.09 7.50 3.59 

30 BUK 4.11 -1.94 6.05 3.12 
31   CILI 6.45 3.93 -2.43 -0.28 
82  CUB 8.42 10.55 -2.13 —o. 20 
33 ZCP 4.91 3.30 -3.33 -0.41 
34  INI) 10.22 26.53 -16.31 -0.61 
85  ISR 7.60 5.76 1.34 0.32 
86 JOR 4.86 15.98 -11.13 -9.70 
37  ,JTH 68.69 36.82 31.37 0.87 
88 POL 4.72 4.05 0.67 0.17 
39 USR 8.78 J0.72 -1.93 -0.18 
90 'UMK 96.78 72.11 24.67 0.34 
91  USA 14.42 49.65 -35.23 -0.71 
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m* i* m? .  - A?. RI 
ij 11 1.1        IJ U 

Case Actual Estimated Residual Index 

(8)     ISK-v 92 BRA 3.73 13.88 -10.15 -0.73 
93 BUK 6.19 13.19 -7.01 -0.53 
94 CIKI 4.27 18.79 -14.32 -0.77 
l,*5 am 1.65 f.. 94 -5.29 -0.76 
96 LOP 10.83 25.14 -14.31 -0.57 
97 i:ru 7.82 12.80 -4.98 -0.39 
98 INS 8.58 10.29 -1.72 -0.17 
99 JOK 49.41 13.30 36.11 2.72 

100 ;,TH 9.19 23.04 -13.85 -0.60 
101 POL 2.64 4.17 -1.52 -0.37 
102 USR 1.56 27.67 -26.11 -0.94 
103 UNK 48.00 54.98 -6.98 -0.13 
10A USA 146.93 76.30 70.63 0.93 

(9)     JOR-vlOS BRA 7.37 6.16 1.22 0.20 
106 BUR 6.26 -5.85 12.10 2.07 
107 CHN 4.28 3.11 1.19 0.38 
103 CUB 4.27 3.98 0.29 0.74 
109 EG? 44.12 22.93 21.13 0.92 
no I:JD 7.31 4.84 2.47 0.5i 
HI ISB 6.71 12.08 -5.37 -0.44 
112 ISR 18.83 4.86 13.97 2.37 
113 ;mi 4.98 18.33 -13.35 -0.73 
114 POL 4.79 3.59 1.20 0.34 
113 USR 4.97 21.18 -16.21 -0.77 
116 ÜNK 15.01 29.00 -13.99 -0.48 
117 USA 48.53 52.98 -4.45 -0.08 

(10)     NTIHUB BRA 5.16 7.83 -2.67 -0.34 
119 BUR 3.67 4.37 -0.70 -0.16 
120 CHN 7.13 9.11 -1.98 -0.22 
121 CUB 5.31 -2.17 7.4S 3.45 
122 EGP 2.30 18.36 -16.06 -0.87 
123 IND 2.34 17.02 -14.(57 -0.86 
12A m 34.49 34.95 -0.46 -0.01 
125 ISR 5.61 16.64 -11.03 -0.66 
126 JOR 4.19 20.36 -16.18 -0.79 
127 POL 4.14 23.33 -19.18 -0.82 
128 USR 5.56 19.76 -14.19 -0.72 
129 UNK 113.09 49.10 63.93 1.30 
130 USA 75.98 49.12 26.85 

2.87 
0.55 

(11)    POL-^131 BRA 4.25 1.38 2.08 
132 BUR 6.12 0.89 5.24 5.91 
133 CHN 7.07 8.32 -1.25 -0.15 
134 CUB 9.21 9.28 -0.07 -0.01 
135 EGP 2.17 12.26 -10.09 -0.82 
136 im 6.77 9.69 -2.92 -0.30 
137 IMS 4.59 1.49 3.10 2.08 
133 ISR 3.17 -2.93 6.10 2.08 
139 JOR 4.97 4.93 0.04 0.01 
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mij 'U mi.1  " *lj •Vi 
Case Actual 'Istlmated Residual Index 

140 IIH 10.10 22.63 -12.53 -0.55 
141 USil 49.62 16.15 33.47 2.07 
142 U.IK 9.32 13.97 -4.64 -0.33 
143 USA 26.50 46.12 -19.62 

-8.74 
-0.43 

(12)     üST'.->144 BI<A 6.67 15.41 -0.57 
145 BUK 3.71 14.33 -10.62 -0.74 
146 CILI 26.22 14.60 11.62 0.30 
147 CUÜ 12.56 10.69 1.33 0.18 
148 fSGP 78.22 22.89 35.33 2.42 
140 l::u 33.73 16.41 17.37 1.06 
150 ITS .3.43 7.33 1.10 0.15 
151 ISR 2.43 19.76 -17.33 -0.83 
152 IOK 5.32 21.70 -16.38 -0.76 
153 .ITU 8.73 13.24 -9.46 -0.52 
154 PÜL 18.22 15.33 2.90 0.19 
153 U;:K 11.97 49.47 -37.50 -0.76 
156 USA 77.31 67.47 9.34 0.15 

(13)    U.JK-157 iJilA 7.60 -6.58 14.13 2.15 
153 BU.K 6.58 12.63 -6.05 -0.43 
159 CrI..' 7.12 3.45 3.67 1.06 
I6n CIB 7.29 3.92 3.38 0.86 
161 Mf 9.43 13.01 -3.53 -0.27 
162 I !J 13.0) 7o6A 6.34 0.33 
163 I IS 31.10 46.39 -15.29 -n.33 
164 is:: 16.31 24.73 -3,42 -0.34 
165 JOR 16.50 7.18 0.32 1.30 
166 MTU 27.03 25.24 1.31 0.07 
167 POL 3.15 •-0.20 17.34 1.89 
163 JSR 13.18 27.13 -13.95 -0.51 
169 USA 65.07 73.77 -8.70 -0.12 

(1A)    ÜSA+170 BRA 12.55 16.93 -4.43 -0.26 
171 BUK 4.10 20.23 -16.13 -0.30 
172 CM . 10.29 26.42 -16.13 -0.61 
173 CUB 16.72 26.96 -10.24 -0.38 
174 r.cp 7.30 20.42 -13.12 -0.64 
175 I:;J 58.85 36.69 22.17 0.60 
176 I:IS 11.29 12.30 -l.oi -0.08 
177 ISR 22.72 34.43 -11.71 -n. 34 
178 JOR 8.23 19.54 -11.26 -0.53 
179 $m 24.34 13.64 11.20 0.32 
130 POL 6.47 11.34 -4.37 -0.43 
181 USU 58.86 33.51 25. 36 0.76 
182 U.iK 91.36 62.15 29.71 0.43 

1 
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APPENDIX FIVE 

GRAPHS OF NATION-NATION RELATIVE INVOLVEMENT 

INDICES:  1963 

2 
The graphs which follow were based upon the observed m^ and 

expected nu  (written mj ), related to each other according to the 

following formula: 

2   ^2 
m. . - m.,   o 

Ri^ - 4_J1 . ^ - 0 ; 

when m^ is less than zero (meaning in this case below the mean value 

of the raw data scores as the m  were taken across standardized data), 

the sign of the RI  is, in effect, reversed from that given in the above 

calculation, which is to say we calculate according to the following 

formula: 

'2    2 
m., •- m, .    0 

Ri - y y. , Ä* < o. 

"ij 

By so doing, we are always taking the absolute number of standardized 

units above or below which the observation is, relative to the expecta- 

MUI IHM m ■- 
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tion. As mentioned in the text, under the condition that the expectation 

is negative, there is no implication for the mix or relative proportions 

of various activities which any given magnitude might represent, assuming 

conditions were favorable for making such inferences otherwise, for the 

square root of a negative number has no theoretical meaning so far developed, 

much less an empirical measurement equivalent. The raw data from which the 

RIs were hand calculated are shown in the table following the figures. 
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Figure 5.  Relative Involvement Indices for Burma 
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Figure 7» Relative Involvement indices for Cuba 
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Figure 9. Relative InvolvQment Indices for India 
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Figure 10.  Relative Involvement Indices for Indonesia 
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Figure 11.  Relative Involvement Indices for Israel 
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Figure 12.  Relative Involvement Indices for Jordan 
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Figure 14.  Relative Involvement Indices for Poland 
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Figure 16.  Relative Involvement Indices for the 
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